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Storm Systems Churn Closer
Together Threatening Northeast
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By The Associated Press
Two storms, one of which left 15
persons dead in the Midwest, 10 as a
result of heart attacks while shoveling
snow, churned closer together today,
threatening the Northeast with a major
blizzard.
Weather-related incidents claimed
nine lives in Wisconsin and three lives
each in Michigan and Illinois.
Officials said all nine of the persons
who died in storm-related deaths in
Wisconsin suffered heart attacks, eight
while shoveling snow and the other
while putting snow tires on his auto.
Two of the Illinois deaths also were
attributed to heart attacks suffered by
• persons while shoveling snow.
The other five death's came in accidents, including two Michigan boys
hit by a car when their sled slid into the
path of a car.
In Milwaukee, nearly 11 inches of
snow fell Friday and the pre-dawn
temperature dipped to 3 degrees, a
Storybook characters were very common at Robertson Elementary School as part
of Children's Book Week
record for Nov. 26.
recently. Pictured above is Raggedy Andy (Mrs. Willie Farless, Robertson librarian) sharing stories
with some of the
Meanwhile, in the Pacific Northwest,
children (l to R Amy Parks, Charles Marello, Hope Hargrove, Stephanie Sammons.) Other character portrayed
by
s
heavy rains drenched Washington and
Mrs. Farless during the week wete Raggedy Ann, Pocahontos, Florence Nightingale, and little Red
Riding Hood.
Oregon.
Photo by Barry Johnson
The National Weather Service said
the two Northeastern storms - one
rumbling across the Great Lakes, and
the other blowing in from the Atlantic
- would intensify today, and dump five
to eight inches of snow on portions of
New York state before moving into
Quebec.
Winds gusting to' 50 mph were exA
pected to blow the snow into deep drifts,
and reduce visibility tto near zero.
WASHINTON tATh - A strike in
-issues. The association denied it and
. e the importance 'of' a strong' Travelers' advisoriei were posted
Phati
the nation's coal fields appears certain
•
accused Miller of planning to break off
union."
throughout the region.
Dec. 6 following a break-off in contract
talks even before the meeting started.
• UMW-organized mines now account
The weather service in Buffalo, N.Y.,
negotiations with no plans to resume
only, for about 50 percent of total U.S.
said frigid temperatures and high
The negotiators had returned from w
bargaining.
cia1 predation compered with 70
winds would combine for a wind-chill
"It is now ratherthere is
'Thanksgiving 130Y recess with --an --- -Percent in 1974:-effealecfme -has heed
-factor dropping to 20 degrees below
agreement to , meet through the
going to be a work stoppage," United
due in part to bitter internal union strife
zero in some parts of the state.
weekend, but Friday's sessiohended
Mine Workers President Arnold Miller
and wildcat strikes over the past three
Further south, travelers' warnings
abruptly after about two hours.
said Friday as he left the negotiations
years and the UMW's failure to
were posted in northern Pennsylvania
'The BCOA repeatedly threatened
in a downtown hotel. He has predicted
organize the new mines in the West.
and western Maryland. Up to six inches
the UMW, called it 'weak and divided'
"a long and bitter strike."
Miller said the industry has proposedof snow was forecast for northern
and stated the UMW:mg on probation'
Federal mediators were in touch with
a reduced medical program through
Pennsylvania.
IM'not the only game fn town," Miller
union and industry officials and are
company insurance plans, a no-strike
On the Oregon coast, already soggy
said in a statement.
expected fd- try to get them back to the
clause with penalties that would reduce
from heavy rains earlier this week,
An association spokesman did not
bargaining table next week.
miners' wages and "elimination of
people, cattle and mobile homes were
deny the comment, but noted it has long
But both sides in the dispute are now
some of the vital gains won in the 1974
evacuated to higher ground. A storm in
been the industry's position to "emreconciled to a strike even though the
contract." He did not elaborate.
the Pacific was moving inland, and
deadline is still more than a week away.
It would talse•I0 days just for the union
to get a contract ratified by the rankand-file, and there is little hope of extending the present agreement, which
expires at 12:01 a.m. Dec.6.
A strike by the union's 130,000 miners,
who produce about half the nation's
coal, has been widely anticipated by
utilities and other majorcoal users.
They have accumulated large stockCAIRO (AP) - President Anwar
contact the United Nations, the two big .results on issues Of substance stempiles, so a walkout isn't expected to
Sadat today invited Israel and other
powers and the parties to the conflict, ming from Ns talks with Israeli
cause serious problems for the
parties to the Mideast conflict to come
including Israel, to tell them that Cairo leaders.
economy unless it lasts until spring.
to Cairo starting next week to prepare
Rather:he said, the biggest resultrir welcomes them as of next Saturday., to
However, the heavy coat producing
for a peace conference.
prepare for the Geneva conference,'-' hi& trip was the melting of,
states of Ohio, West Virginia, PennSadat spoke in an emotional 80psychological barrier that had kept the
Sadat declared.
sylvania and Kentucky can be expected
minute speech to an often cheering
two sides plunged in hate, distrust and
There was no indication that Sadat
to feel the effects sooner as the mines
Egyptian parliament in which he
was including the Palestine Liberation suspicion for 30 years.
shut down, resulting in millions of
pounded the lectern for emphasis and
Only 10 days before he started his trip
Organization, which has called him a
dollars in lost wages. Two major coalvowed to smash the idols of fear" and
last Saturday, Sadat recounted, the
traitor.
But
he
said that, as on past
hauling railroads already have anthe enemies of life."
occasions when the Palestinians have Israelis became convinced Egypt was
nounced layoffs.
The Egyptian leader said the conabout to attack them. But, he said,
attacked him, "We will forgive their
Officials of both the UMW and the
ference in Geneva should last months,
Egypt was merely responding to Israeli
hastiness and suspicion."
Bituminous
Coal
Operators
not years, and that the United States,
After attacking Syria and other Arab military maneuviks with exercises of
Association, the industry's bargaining
the Soviet Union and U.N. Secretary
its own.
states for attacking him, Sadat said
arm, accused each-other of breaking off
General Kurt Waldheirn also would be
"This is what I mean by
Egypt would go ahead on its present
the negotiations.
invited to Cairo for preparations. •
psychological barriers." he said.
course
regardless of criticism.
Miller said the association refused to
"I will give instructions to the foreign
He and Israel's leaders, he said, had
"Egypt is the balancing point of the
-bargain in good faith on key econonilt- -minister of Egypt after this speech toagreed that in the peace conference
-8fab nation." Sadat said' "
- It/11100r There would be discussion of matters
s
ofto war or peace."
substance, and that Israeli security
Preparations for the Geneva con- would be negotiated "awayfrom -the
ference until now have been in the occupation of Arab land."
hands of the Unkted States, which has
This was a reiteration of Sadat's
acted as a go-beteen in attempts to ge, slogan
in Jerusalern that the 1973
Ar413,1 and Israelisakagree...00.&coAd
October war should be the last in the
Middle East and that the conflict should
Sadat's invitation appeared to be an
be resolved peacefully.
attempt to bypass intermediaries and
Pounding the lectern, clutching his
to maintain the momentum generated
fists to his chest and raising a finger
by his trip to Israel last week.
above his head to emphasize his points,
In his 80-minute speech, interrupted Sadat
maintained that Arab suspicion
several times by standing ovations. that he had
sold out to Israel was unSadat did not announce any concrete founded.

Coal Worker Strike Looks
Certain After Talks Break Off

Sadat Invites Israel, Qther

Parties, To Cairo Next Week

inside todaY

another Incti-of -rain was in today's-_::aresterwaiortions of Washington state.
forecast.
Rivers in Washington would "con*
Rainfall in Seattle already has passed
up fairly full," the weather service
last year's total by more than an inch,
said, but were expected to fall short of
further easing drought conditions in
flood levels today. -

Santa To Arrive Here
In Parade On Saturday
The sixth annual Christmas Parade
sponsored by The Murray Rotary Club
will be held Saturday, Dec. 3, at-2:00
p.m. The parade will herald the arrival
of Santa Claus to officially open the
Christmas season in Murray.
Charles Walston of the Murray
Rotary Club said that more units than
ever before are expected to be in the
parade this year.
Two divisions for the judging of the
floats will be as follows:
Commercial Division with plaques
for prizes; School Division with first
prize of $100, second $75, and third $50.
Each band will also be recognized with
a plaque.
Nso in the parade will be several
•floats, twirling groups, Shriner unit,
cheerleaders, several local personalities and Miss Kentucky, Karen
Gordon.
Any person, club, school or
organization who would like to enter a
unit in the parade is asked to contact
Charles Walston at 753-9694 or 753-4097.

•

•

County Residents Get
Bigger Pension Checks
How much are Calloway County
$1,949 and, in the state of Kentucky,
residents now receiving from
$1,993.
' Washington each month in the form of
The fact that the checks going to
Social Security checks? How do the — beneficiaries are running bigger local
than
payments compare with those going to
those tornany otheeparts of the country
people in other areas?
indicates that, over the years, their
incomes were larger and, conBased upon the latest official figures,
sequently, their contributions to the
the amounts they are getting are
Social Security trustfund.
relatively. large. The size of their
With each passing year a growing
checks, as well as the ruunber of looal
number of retired or disabled workers
recipients, has been on the increase in
and their dependents are qualifying for
the last few years, as revisions have
Social Security benefits as revisions in
been made.
the law bring in additional classes of
Another upward revision in their
workers, who were ineligible before.
benefits is expected next July to
The current report shows that the
compensate for the rise in the-cost of
number of persons in Calloway County
living,-to which they are now tied. last
who were receiving pension payments
July the hike was 5.9 percent.
in the pait:year was 5,770. Five years
The report released by the Social • ago
there were 4,564.
Security Administration shows that
The
combination
of
more
:piiyinentf - to Calloway - County
'beneficiaries and bigger checks has
residents, as of the beginning of 1977,
greatly increased the amount of money
This
.21,114' per
om pa rate
theeaverage
i of $1a5
yweearre. at
entering the county from this source.
compares with $
five
The government's figures indicate
years ago.
that overall payments locally, as of
The .report released by the Social January 1st,
were at the annual rate of
Security Administration shows that $12,197,000
. Five years earlier, by way
payments to Calloway County of contrast,
the total was only 5,412,000.
residents, as of the beginning of 1977,
Changes in the Social Security
Were at the average rate of $2,114 per system are
expected in the near _future._
year. This compares with $1,185 five as Congress
and the Administration
years ago.
decide on the measures to take to imThroughout the East South Cental prove its
financial condition, which has
States as a whole, the average was been
deteriorating.

One Section -12 Pages

The Murray State Racer basketball team will open its
1977-78 season Monday For a preview of this year's team,
plus a report on Mayfield's state class AA football title,
see today's Sports Sectiiin, pages 6 and 7.
NEW MEMBERS-The Murray lions Club installed six new members at
the meeting on Tuesday night. Conducting the installation program was
Roland Brightwell, Deputy District Governor from Mayfield. In addition to
the new members, the club accepted a transfer member, Eddie I. Carmichael, whose membership was transferred from Savannah, Ga., where
he was director of public relations for the general hospital and maDager of
a high-rise apartment building. He is now retired'and living on Kentucky
Lake. Pictured left to right are: Deputy Dfstrict Governor Brightwell; Randell
G. Routt, la. Co., Professor of Military Scienc7 MSU; Wendell Jordon, Dept.
of 'Industriat Arts Education , MSt.1; Robert Glin Jeffrey, Superintendent
Murray City Schools; lerrell G. White, Pastor Meinsorial Baptist Churchlddiet Carmiohael; and YanCy Watkins, president of the club. "Jot pr sent for
the picture were sew members fred.,Clarly retired school administrator,
•• • Charlie , Lassiter, , director, of. pupil: personnel and tranwortation,
Calloway County Schools.
.• • •
•
'•

•

today's index

brrrmrre.
Mostly sunny and cold today with
highs in the mid to upper
Mostly cloudy and cold tonight
with a good chance of snow
changing to rain before dawnLows in the mid 20s but rising into
the upper 30s by daybreak ,
Cloudy with occasional rain
Sunday. Highs in the upper 30s •
Chances of' precipitation are -50,
percent tonight,,,
.percent "Sunday. -

Classifieds
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Inside Report
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TUCKER HONORED-Harry G.ilmstrom (right), president of the National
Association of Realtors, congratulates Donald R. Tucker a. Realtor from
Msto.tyjsit
ls ejest,..on asiRtals2r of the,year frp_ps'Kentucky: TutArr was
honored at a luncheon aunag the 70th annual convention of the Nationalt
Association in-viiainiBeacr
1
.
- •

••
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Nortof & Swann Vows

VOA,. COMMUNITY
*Sex' CAT-14', NI)Alt

- -gatiirdaiNivembeiti
Capt. James Campen
Chapter - of the Sons of the '
American Revolution will
have a luncheon at the
Colonial. House Smorgasbord
at noon.
The 1967 class of Callowly ,
-C-auntY High School will have
-a reunion at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 7:30
p.m.
-

-

Solemnized Recently
Rande Millicent Nortof, daughter of C41. (ret:)'and -Mrs.
Thomas J. Nortof of Louisville, and William Donald'Swann,
-at
. afal 0.
itad Mrs,E'wingSwann of Murray,were-married
2:30 p.m. Sunday, November 20, at the home of the bride in
Louisville. County Judge_ Loitia J. CNN.) Hollea'ack-111 Qf7ficiatedat the ceremony.
Mrs. Wendell W. Mann of Irvington was her sister's matron
of honor. Donald J. Bean of Louisville was the best man.
The bride is a graduate_ of Hollins College for Women in
Roanoke, Virginia. The groom studied at Murray State
liniVersitybefore graduating from Western Kentucky University,-Both are-professionally -employed and are attending graduate school at the University of Louisville part-time.
The couple is residing in Louisville.

Mr. and Mrs. Emery Hook
a -reception-- in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Merit Union Hall, 212 East
- Water Street, Mayfield, from
seven to nine p.m. All
relatives and friends„are invited.

Let's Stay Well

- Sunday,November 27 •
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Garland will have open house
at their home in New Concord
in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary. All
friends and relatives are invited to call between two .ancl
four p.m.

Watch For Lice
By F.J.L Blasingame. M.D.

A reception in celebration of
- the 50th wedding-anniversary ' of Mr. and Mrs. CharlieTownsend will be held tit the
Baptist Church,
:Puryear
Puryear, Tn., with all friends
and relatives invited to call
between two and four p.m.
Monday,November 28
Leape of .Women Voters
will meet at the United
Campus Ministry building at
- 7:30 p.m.
Creative Arts DepartMent,
Murray Wpman's CIO, will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.'
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North,
Seventn.and, Mae:Streets. at
seven p.m.

co-chairman and Brandeis Fellow; Robert V. BarEDITOR HONORED — John Mack Carter (3rd from right), editor-in -chief Circulation Distributors,
ties, president of Verham News, who made presentation; Dwight Yellen,
"Publisher
as
week
last
honored
magazine,was
of"Good Housekeeping"
.
Select Magazines, chairman and a Brandeis Fellow; Mr. Carter;
of the Year" by Brandeis University. From left, at testimonial dinner dance president of
secretary of the board of Brandeis and the priaeipal
Steinberg
David
Prof.
manager,
and
president
vice
Campbell,
S.
at the Plaza Hotel, were: William
Stern, president of United News, Co-chairman and a
M.
Sidney
and
speaker,
Hearst Magazines, honorary chairman and member of the Brandeis
a native of Murray, k the son of Mrs. W. Z. Carter
Carter,
Fellow.
Brandeis
International
Hearst's
of
president
President's Council; Albert A. Rachoi,
and the late Mr. Cartel

North Fork

• -•

Flowers Blooming In Arpa; Many Are Ill

of
Chamber
Murray
Commerce's 51st annual
banquet will be at the Colonial
Houk SrhorglabOrd at- 6:30
Orr and 1VIrf. Vete JetiltItis --Norman of Paducah, Mr. and
By Mrs.R.D.KeY
pin. with Terry McBrayer,
November 14, 1977
visited Mrs. Paschall on' Mrs. Perry Brandon, and
And! Wicker visited 116.-1nd
Kentucky Commissioner of - Well we are having summer Saturday.
'Department of Commerce, as time in November. The second
Mrs. Mark Paschall was the Mrs. Bardon Nance Saturday
speaker.
crop of zinnias has come up guest of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas and enjoyed a fish dinne.
Mr.and Mrs. Hugh Paschall
Vandyke on Wednesday.
and blooming pretty.
Mr._ and Mrs. Tommy visited Vergil Paschall in the
Mrs. Myrtice Nance Was in
Books Paris, Tn.„ to see her doctor. Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs. Murray-Calloway County
Great
Adult
Hospital on Monday.
Discussion Group is scheduled She is being cared for in the Morris Jenkins on Sunday.
Mrs. Ruby Owen was in
to meet at seven p.m. at the home of her son, Lowell Nance
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Calloway County Public and Mrs. Nance. Mr. and Mrs. Farley and son of Mississippi Paris, Tn., Monday to see a
Library.
Vernon Nance visited her spent the weekend with Mr.
and,Mrs. Cooper Jones.
Saturday night.
Hardin,Senior Citizens will 'Adolphus. Paschall-was in
Mr. and Mrs. Vester
have crafts from 9:30 a.m. to Paris, Tn., Wednesday to see Paschall and Herbert Orr
three p.m.
his doctor. He is awaiting visited Mrs. Thelma Byars on
Sunday.
surgery.
Murray State will play the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes,
Mr. and Mrs. George
University of Arkansas, Pine Whitford of Nashville, Tn., Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes and
Bluff, ip the opening home visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles son, Brian, and Mrs. Sadie
basketball game at the MSU Paschall last weekend.
Bucy visited Mr. and Mrs.
1. When selecting a natural
Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
ero. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Marcus Hill and daughter,
Christmas tree, you
Murray State's Lady Racers Rickie and Brian, were supper Judy, on Sunday.
should: ill play Dyersburg State in guests of the Glynn Orr's
Mr.and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
(A) Check for color and
their first game at 5:15 p.m. Satardayand Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Jessie Paschall was Gallimore visited Mrs. Nina
(B) Make sure that neeTuesday,November 29
able to attend church Sundey Holley and Mrs. Jessie
dles don't fall
on
program
Special
after an illness of several Paaehall on Sunday.
-See that the trunk butt
(C)
"Energy Conservation" for weeks.
Vergil Paschall was adis sticky With sap.
League of Women Voters will
Tommy Jenkins visited Mr. mitted to the Murraybuy a natural
If
2.
you
be presented at 9:30 a.m. at and Mrs R. D. Key on Calloway County Hospital on
tree a little
Christmas
Vandergrift,
Sue
of
the home
Saturday. The Keys visited Monday.
early and wish to store it.
1700 Magnolia.
Mr. end Mrs. Archie
Mts. Jessie Paschall on
store. it:
Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Phillips, Mr.ahd Mrs. Howard
(A) In the garage
Lake Area Singles will meet
,(B) In the basement
at seven p.m. at North Branch
(C) Outdoors
of Peoples Bank, Murray,
Reita Moody will be speaker.
For information call 753-0499
sauoteioqe1 sjaluMlapufl Aq
or 753-5487 after 5:30 p.m.
apinias Alaies
ipwo4d
A-lentil day 4 tallowayApep lanai Jame )130q3
Another delightful courtesy nuts, and mints were served.
Homemakers Club will be at
unq wurui aiii
pue
called
persons
Seventy-five
Leigh
Sheree
Miss
ten a.m. at Colonial House extended to
aioureq
daaw
hours
the
Smorgasbord with Dolly Miller, December bride-elect or sent gifts during
aw
pue aimsiouu metal
p.m.
4:30
to
Ricatey
two
of
Lester
U.
Second
of
McNutt as speaker.
(a)
mow°
abeims
sdlay
Miss
and
Cook
Regina
Miss
Stinnett, was the tea shower
trim
-g on'Saturday,-Nov Oahe" TfieNatiDolferentertained for
--OtikS Country Club, Murray he
Alons e aAetl
unq
RecreationalAssociation, will 12,in the fellowship hall of the Miss Miller with a personal
shower at the Cook home on
Him saii usaiA uo weaiq
have its general membership Hazel Baptist Church.
Monday, November 14, at
1,uop saipaau usan sia6
meeting at the Oaks Club
The hostesses were Mrs. seven p.m.
-un tiaamtaq wag uaym
Room at seven p.m.
Bob Cook, Mrs. J. B. Dover,
The guests were served
pue 'uouem am won
Mrs. Cy Miller, Mrs. Roy punch, cakes, nuts, apd mints
!Ind oi pay aq wogs
Provine, Mrs. Joe- Adams, from the table decorated with
saipaaN luaos uaaJo
Tuesday, November 29
Mrs. Hoyt McClure, and Mrs. a pink and white flower
-JOAO AAE011 uiiM uaai6
Rehearsal of Chorus of Bill Forre,s.
arrangement.
Imp aq pincnis aaii
Murray
of
'Music Department
An arrangement of pink
Fourteen persons attended
-in
RAOAV
Woman's Club will be held at carnations and white daisies or sent gifts.
at
Church
the First Christian
centered the tea table covered
7:30 p.m.
with a pink cloth. Punch, cake,
Isla a liaesit freie
TV Bolleame mal Bomb,
UI
ORA NAG ME PK TE.. Iat
Ss' A Movie

Bridal Courtesies Held
Honor Of Sheree Miller

Tiv-.7-visited-Rre-.-- anddactovabout.her eye- Jessie Paschall visited Mrs. Mrs. Warren Sykes on
R. D. Key Thursday for din- Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith
ner. Mrs. Paschall, Mrs.
Warren Sykes, and Mrs. of Memphis,Tn., visited Mrs.
Glynn Orr attended the Sadie Bucy over the weekend.
Bro. James Phelps visited
funeral of Mrs. Mary
Crawford Thursday at the Vergil Paschall last week in
Ridgeway Morticians, -Paris, the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Tn.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
Mrs. Terry Sills spent
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on
Sunday.
Douglas Vandyke.
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Charlie Olive was in
Memphis, Tn., Wednesday for Tarkington, Mrs. Holice
a medical checkup and got a Grooms, and Mr. and Mrs.
Dallas Lassiter visited Mrs.
good report.
R. D. Key visited Douglas Myrtice Nance and Mr. and
Mrk•Lowell Nance on Sunday.
Vandyke Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive
aisited Mr. and Mrs. Coy Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
Kuykendall Thursday af- George Whitford in Nashville,
To.
ternoon.
Kenny Jenkins is ill with a
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall cold.
-- Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
Thursday alterribon.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited visited Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall Harrington in Parsons, Tn., on
,Sunday.
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Marcus Hill and Mrs.
Mrs. Sue Gaulding of
Memphis, Tn., Mrs. Larry Judy Summers and son, Mike,
Nichols and daughter, Denay, visited Mrs. Sadie Bucy on
and Mts. Carol Welch of Sunday.

infections with bacteria
may take place.
0: Mrs. E. S. writes that
Adult lice live up to
lice are present on a num- about 30 days. Female lice,
"PT - thifdren at' the- attach or fix eggs I nits I to
wheatattended byIvor son.. - the'adRatir=It::These-She wants to know.how she eggs can be seen as a
can be sure he does not whitish, pinhea-d--st-zed
have lice on him and what bulge sticking out from the
he can do to avoid them. shaft of a hair. The eggs
She asks: "Do they .hatch out and start a-more
transmit any serious dis- numerous generation of
'ease? How do you-get rid of lice if no treatment is
lice?"
begun.
A: Wherever people
Lice can be found deep in
gather in a group, lice are the hair near the skin.
more likely to be present They ocassionally- crawl
and spread directly or indi- out near the surface or at
rectly from one person to the edge of the hair.
another. Schools, theaters.
Treatment consists of usand prisons are common ing an insecticide as a
sites, even loaded buses. cream, lotion, or shampoo
About 3.5 million Amen-' which contains. gamma
cans have louse infesta- benzene hexachloride or
tions each year.
pyrethriris with piperonyl
Head lice have become butoxide (available- overmore common in receht the-counter from a pharyears with the-long, hair macist). A second applicastyles. They are transmit- tion in about four "days is
tel, by direct head-to-head usually suffieient to kip all „
contact or by using a corn& the lice. The nits can be
that may be contaminated removed later with a spe- •
by a person with this form ciat fine-toothed comb or
of lice. They can also Jae. by cutting the hair. Redd; transferred by wearing a ing, towels, and clothing hat.recently Nora b.y.glice -should be-treataed-wittathe-infested person.
medication and thoroughly
Rudy lice are transmit- washed or dry-cleaned.ted in a like manner by Furniture may need treatclose contapt,or by,way of ment- and • VaCtillinillg
sleeping on used beddding, Avoiding body contact or
wearing infested clothing. the use of contaminating
or sitting on fureiture (es- , things, coupled with good
pecially the overstuffed personal hygiene, is the
%;•arletyr) on which lice in- best preeention against
fested persons have sat.
lice infestation.
Pubic lice are passed
from one person to another
by any close contact, such
as by sexual intercourse.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Such infestations are much
Mrs. Clyde Tidwell of
more common now because of the increase in Murray has been dismissed
sexual permissiveness. from Lourdes Hospital,
These lice may be trans- Paducah.
r)
ferred from person-to-person from a toilet seat.
Fortunately, lice are not
spreading any _serious
infections. in iormer
years, typhus fever was a
It you --have the trees,- but
great -danger,especially-to
men in armies with the your neighbor ends up with
spread of Rickettsia infec- the leaves, help him to rake
tions. Lice suck a little them up. • 5.*
blood. They cause itching
speni someone whose
Invite
which leads to scratching family
l4
li s in another state
and breaks in the skin. to
the holidays with
Through them, secondary you.
-
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Sunday, Nov. 27th 1:00-4:00 p.m.
•

thir shop will become a Winter Wonderland
of ideas for Christmas gifts and decorations.

HERE! -44-

Come join thefun.

Hear Evangelist Travis Smith

•,
'• 1!-,11 up.for Holiday Classes.
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"GOD'S ANGELS"

Is It Funny!
GEORGE WRNS
JOHN DERV'. "rt:

Two

• 1(r—c off all merchandise. oil
•20`.'c off Crewel Kits.
•201:r.-, off jurnbo Heather Braid.
Make• I linslmas '77

LG_et 2

FREE Pkgs.

Seventh-day- Adventist Church
11811i li,Syeamore St.
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Niwray, Ky.
_are •
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No 10 Dixieland Center
Mtirraa, Kentucke42071
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Your individual
-Horoscope

SO IMP tit

3

11-16-77
Frances Drake
Adults 127
FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 27, 19T1
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
, • What kind -of day will meaning to -you now Curb a
Baby Girl Jameson (Mother
tomorrow be? To find out whal present tendency toward exSharon),417-Brand.lelityfiaid, .the stars my. read the-forecast travagance and temper a desire
for luxuries.
given for your Ini-th, Sign.
Baby Girl Britt (Mother
SAGITTARIUS
Vickie), Rt. 2 Murray,_ _Baby
Aims
.gya
(Nov. 23 to Dec. TIT
Boy Greer (Mother Marte),- (hte: 21 lli Apr. 20)
Some extraordinary offerings
Your judgment a bit cloudy
Rt. 3, Murray.
for the taking, but avoid unruly
major
no
make
so
now,
DISMISSALS
decisions and, above all, don't emotions or notions. This day
Mrs. Madelene Tynes, Rt. 8,
launch any new enterprises. calls for your innate good
Murray, Mrs, Jean C.
judgment and foresight.------.
StitifIMO the familiar.
Humehreys, Box 644, Murray,
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
--Mrs. Sylvia-M. Watson;Rt.- 1,
22 to Jan. 20
(Apr.21 to May fit
Personal relationships at
How you present yourself will
Man A:713tinn,
their beat. In fact, a close friend either attract cooperation or
.626 N. 4th., Murray, Mrs.
or associate may be in----Tainiet from your standing, so
CoMevit
HUVAS_LACje*. -strumental in helping you solve put your best foot forward, Be
Tn., Mrs. Joyce F.
a long-standing problem.
scrupulous about ethics,
Underhill,- Rt. 3, Cadiz,
GEMINI
procedure.
Thomas B. Anderson, Rt..1,
i May 22 to June 21
AQUARIUS
The Geminian tendency to
Benton,Mrs. Rubie M. Elkins,
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
seek the unusual and offbeat
-Ahno, Mrs. Lela E.
Start day with enthusiasm
now.
evidence
in
much
be
will
Waldrup, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
In
in and keep it going - even
You'll find great satis
trying' moments. Getting
Pauline Outland, 631 S. 4th.,
areas others overlook.
cooperation from family and
Murray, Mrs. Da R. Futrell,
CANCER
associates may be your biggest
0
C
23)
Mrs.
1011 Olive, Murray,
( June 22 to July
problem, but it CAN be
Give careful thought to
Hortense Bailey, 1107 S. 16th.,
achieved.
soon.
make
must
you
decisions
3.
Mrs.
1
Nina
Murray,
Try to understand thoroughly PISCES
X
Lawrence, West View-Nursing
the tasks and involvements-Cr-(Feb:20-to-Mar-20)
Murray, liks...Esta_lik
- the next few•tlays:- Netha-W -- -Sena start anything without
McDaniel, -401 - N. Sth.,
knowing if you can follow
jective!
through. All efforts and amLEO
Murray„.. -Mrs- _Annie_
bitions must be thoughtfully
iJuly 24 to Aug. 23)4
Walston, 1610 College Fm.
Controversy may prove directed now. Don't follow new
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Lucy T.
annoying. Yet here is where trends blindly.
McDaniel, lit. 2, Paris, Tn.,
xour tolerant, optimistic self
Mrs. Margery P. Ahart, 810
YOU BORN TODAY are
can shine. Emphasize pertinent
gha Wa Circle, Murray, Mrs.
.points and keep minor issues in individualistic, highly creative,
progressive in your thinking;
their place.
Marjorie T. Hays,1300 Poplar,
and logical, too. Your drive
VIRGO
Murray.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) UP% instills ambition in many, and
Follow your instincts now. your high ideals and integrity
Intuition should be at a peak are an inspiration to all with
PEAR.EXPERTISE
and could disclose heartening whom you come in contact. All
new vistas which will opem to this, of course, if you are
pears
Bartlett
Fresh
developing your finest traits.
you shortly.
develop their smooth texture
You are a born wanqtrer and
LIBRA
and juiciness when ripened off
./L
could succeed in any field which
(Sept. 2t to Oct. 23) —w
tinare
pears
the tree.- ifInfluences sfimulate your involves travel. You could also
.*ripe When ptirehased;store
artistic shine as a trial lawyer since
intellectual and
• at morn temperature-until-the
leanings. Take hints from those there-la no more persuasive
skit1 turns a sunny yellow and. -doing well, add your own smart - talker than the Sagittarian at
ideas and comprehensive his best. Other fields suited to
the fruit yields to gentle
follow-up for a successful your talents: corporation
pressure when held in the
finance,
management,
program
palm of the hand. Ripe Barliterature and. statesmanship.
SCORPIO
tlett pear's will keen several
Bizthdate of. Csoillanme
SOct...24.1a.Nov
days in it'e refrigerator.
.-Penny wise and pound French musicologist; David
foelish". sheuld have plenty of Merrick, theatrical producer.
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d
ar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
LA mixed day. Job associates
are in hitM with yoUr efforts
right now., but you cttn,exprt
some ups and downs in a
romantic situation.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A deal made with important
persons should up your status,
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Fiance Doesn't Know
She Can't Have Child
By Abigail Van Buren

ew
help you
save
lectricity•
•we're
erin

DEAR CHICKEN:Yes. lilt will make a difference in his
feelings for you, you're better off knowing now. Tell him. If
ho's as kind and understanding as you say he is, he'll marry
you anyway.
DEAR ABBY: While talking to my husband one
evening,I asked him if he had ever had an affair before we
were married. Halaughadandsaiclhe was taking_the_ Fifth,
' '
"
Americithent on that One'.
We-talked some-mere and he finally said, 411f were to tal you I had, then you'd want to..know with whom and
when, and then things would never be the same between
us.7
He is very prciud of the fact that he never lies. I then'said
that I knew that. hehad had an affair with it certain person

don't really know, but I •
and the conversation ended.
-•
Now I am wondering why he "took the Fifth," Isn't that
an admission of guilt? If he was not guilty, all he had to do
he-strong sugpieiumrr..•
-

Wonkl_y_o_u_sa,y_he ,islistimpike a.e.ilty nep or one wio
'
is innocent?
SUSPICIOUS
,

FOR MONDAY,NOVEMBER 2S, 1977
bring gains. Just be sure you
are aware of every angle.
.GEMINI
Thilay 22 to June'21)
A new work assignment may
seen difficult to carry out, but a
comprehensive discussion with
close associates taill produce
useful ideas, guidance.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) GO
This day should bring new
zest into your life. Both personal
and business matters_goverried
'by generous infldences. Do
make the most of it!

From The Desk Of
placing pan of pumpkin, pulp
If you use quart Jeri; ,
cold process-them.for .811 nainutea.
Jean W. Clear
over chred
Water. stir occasionally. PUMPKIN LN YOUR MEALS
County Extension Agent
Package in pint or quart
For Home Economics
Use this canned or frozen
FREEZING PlIhiPigN ..........iretget.coutattags,.AgotY41-4...ptaueltin iripies.cakes, quick-.
For either freezing or inch ea pa .
breads and puddings. Or
canning, ehoose a full-colored, freeze immediately,
season, cook and serve it as a
CANNING PUMPKIN
mature pumpkin with a
vegetable, much the same
texture that is _fine, rather :Can strained P_uniF4tin in
way you would serve winter
..tibantoasseAnd stringy. Small pint jars to take adVantage of squash. .
_ _ _and medium-size7puricpkIns 'a slicker processing •_tme.
-usually-make better eating This is low-acid vegetable, so ends of vegetables from youruse your pressure canner.
than the great big ones
garden, but do not enough to
,:see.sSrd
ualzia, The
Simmer strained pumpkin
and madlunmise -ptunpkins
put-up separately. yotr Could
-usuisilly- make - better eating Until heated through, stirring
freeze the together toe -a good
-----thiarthe-great big ones. ----to keep it from sticking to the
soup or stew base.
Wadi the pumpkin, cut into pan. Pack 'hot into pint jars,
Blanch each vegetable
have
been
25,
divorced for five years
DEAR ABBY: I'm
leaving 1-2 inch headspace,
according to the time listed in
and have two children, ages6 and 4 I wasn't married_ when small sections, peel, and
your freezing manual, cool,
-my second child was. born,_ That:s when I had my'tubes remove seeds. (Set the seeds Add no liquid or salt.
Wipe jar rims clean,'adjust
combine and freeze.
tied.(I figured two children were enough for me, married aside for roasting later on • they make good and nutritious lids, and process in pressure
or single.)
canner at 10 pounds pressure
Then I met Remand it was love at first sight for both of munching).
The ostrich is the largest of
us. Ray.is perfect for main every way. He's 33, divorced
sieai;:iT or cook in boiling for 65 minutes.
all bircis. A full grown ostrich •
and has never had any children, but he's crazy about kids. water, pressure cooker or
Remove jars from canner,
may weigh more than 200 •
He's just like a father to my children and they adore him. ..''l
pounds and is a native of southun soft. Mash pulp or and complete seals if
ptil
a
such
kind
known
and understanding.
Abby, I've never
ern Africa and Western Asia.
_put itthrough a sieve. Cool by necessary,_
_
_ _
jtay.und._
se_t,L9 .
4
,
v*_ tc_11
1 date,Ao!jj&cliwt
r f
,
,
chien Irget tatise
gets the mireCk
keeps
talking
•
we
"kids"
the
about
He
had my tubes tied.
-dI juirciiiiTteTiliim-lcanIEave any
will have one ay,in
more. I am so afraid that if he knows the truth it might
change the way he feels about The, and I love him so much I
don't want to lose him. •
Would it be,terribly dishonest if twere,to,keep this from
him?
CHICKEN

was Say SO.

Frances Drake
What kind of day will
tantarrew be?.To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your bitth Sign:

Freezing &CanningPumpki
Discussed By Local Agent

LEO
(July.2440 Aug, 23).
One of your top days for attainitieit, -tar- rtrtingthen
kesent status before tackling
new venture. Use that exjudgnient of
traordfriarili
yours.
VIRGO
-tAug- 24 to Sant,23L
A good day for occupational
matters. You may get some
information you have been
seeking for some time. Don't
make
decisions
hastily,
however.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A personal matter may need
some extra attention now.
However, do not neglect job Or
business interests. It may be a
crowded day,_ but you can
handle it.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov.-22) 1-11e-Atr..
Confidential findings should
be carefully guarded. Tone
down your usual volubility.
Stress discretion and foresight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Avoid a tendency toward
vehemence, emotional outburets generally..Be steadfast
where you know you should,
keen to hear all Views: There
may, be some gems among
them.
CAPRICORN

Jevo;

It may be.-exciting to think
about doing something "different," but be careful of
negligence or "cutting corners"
In handling present obligations.
AQUARIUS "
Wto Feb. 19)
You should feel highly optimistic now. There's possibility
of a new undertaking, friendship, project. Tackle difficult
situations with confidence.
PISCES
_
(Feb. Z0 to Mar. 20)
You can mold this day largely
as you will. Fine stellar influences should help you out in
extracurricular activities especially if they are of a
creative nature.

-- -DEAR SIMPICIOtifiri wouldnot.presuine_tn.ludge him
_guilty or' innocent. However, he., appears to be very.
intelligent. And If you're wise, you'll not bring it up again.
.to lo-Se
DEAR ABBY: I am jolt about reaelY
-ha-lira-talked-so our. minister, ray.family.doctor (he gave me
some pills for my nerves), all -my relatives and some of the
neighbors, anti-everyone tells-me-there is nothing- I- can do.
You are my last hope.
I have a beautiful daughter. She is 54 and has never been
married. She had her chances, but she was particular. She
_worked_steedy_ for_ 35 years, saved her money and neVel
'
ran around:
Well, she finally met a man she thinks is worth
marrying. He is 57 (he says) and has never been' married
(he claims). He travels for some kind of electronics
company;- and all I know about,him is that he drivesa nice
car and has my daughter in a trance. Here is the blow.
My daughter says she doesn't want a wedding, so if she
doesn't come home one night, I -shouldn't worry-shelf
have gone to Las Vegas to get married. How can I talk
some sense into that_ child's head?
HEARTBROKENMOTHER
--DEAlt-MOTHER71"ffinirve--to- vote-with-the-minister,your family doctor, the relatives and the neighbors. Your
"child" is a big girl now and well able to make he own
decisions. Don't take it personally. She's entitled to have
the kind of wedding she wants.

to
U you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how
Be
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To
or Too Old," is for you.
Never
Popular;
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped (24
Hills,
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Calif. 90212.

At

e
That's fight. We want you to bring your aftic
insulation tnito-at least R-1S value-soyou won't be
wasting electricity and paying higher than necessary electric bills during the heating and cooling
seasons.
We'll inspect your home free, and even if you don't qualify for the loan we'll offer suggestions
that will help you save energy while staying
comfortable year-round.
-ff-you have electric_heatandnotenoughattic---insulation, we'll lend the money yOu need to get
the job done. We'll come and inspect itto see that
it's done properly. And you'll have up to 36
months to repay the loan in equal payments on
.
your electric bill.
When you consider what you'll be saving on
heating and cooling costs, the insulation may
'actually pay for itself. And after the payback
period, you'll enjoy the energy and money savings
for the lifetime of the home.
Cod*-n nfltda horti-e-energyrequest form today. We Want to help you save
electricity.

Chapter, Meet,

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation

Herron Home

several other states where she
Miss Ann Herron - ,-n- has been a guest speaker for
tertained members of Chapter years. 'She is listed in
M of P.E.O. in her home for numerous
Who
Who's
the November 19 luncheon societies.
meeting. The outstanding
In the business session, Mrs.
program was given by !Mrs. Olga Freeman, president,
Harlan Hodges, a member. presided. The devotion was
She reviewed "Dear and given by Mrs. A. H. Titsworth,
Glorious Physician.;" by chaplain pro tern. Mrs.
Taylor Caldwell. She was Edward
Coffman,
introduced by Mrs. Harry Madisonville member, served
YOU BORN TODAY are
Sparks of the piegram as treasurer pro tern. Other
endowed with a truly brilliant
committee.
officers present and reporting
intellect and, being highly
Mrs. Hodges, a dramatists, were
Maurice
Mrs.
imaginative as well, could
lecturer, book reviewer, and a Christopher,
recording
make a huge success in any of
retired teacher, described the secretary, Mil. Alfred Lindthe arts. Unlike most Sagitbook which she covered SO sey; Jr., :corresponding
tartans, business does not appeal to you especially but, in
beautifully as "the greates secretary, and Mrs. A. C.
addition to your creative
thing in Taylor Caldwell's .LaFollette, guard.
abilities, you have scientific and
writings" in her opinion. The
Mrs. John C. Quertermous
could
skills;
mechanical
book
includes the home life mixed that Chapter M make a
become a highly successful
and life style of Luke_ the monetary contribution to the
electrical engineer, for inphilosopher and scientist, and perpetual scholarship at
stance. You have a penchant for
higher learning, are ambitious
his visit and conversations Murray State University in
and willing to work hard to
with Mary, the mother of memory of Frank Albert
achieve your lofty goals. On the
Jesus.
late
the
Stubblefield,
personal side, you, are a
The Murray dramatist is
Congressman from Murray.
delightful conversationalist an
member of the National Mrs. Stubblefield is a member
amiable companion.. and
generous to a faulS Birthdate
League of American Fen of the local chapter.
-.al. William Blake, poet, mystic,
Women and of the National
Miss Herron seated the
painter; Artur _Ru.benktaint
Platform Assoeihtion. She is member/'around two large
.pia.oist-coinpaser.;-...Brnoks. 'known for
her dramatizations dining tables for the delightful
Atkinson, drama critic.
throughout
Kentucky 1)Pd fall luncheon.
5.

Murray-Mayfield

Request A Free Home
Energy Survey
Please send me FREE the energy
self-survey material so I can see what I
can do to save on my energy costs

Putting a ceiling Please have an energy advisor
Contact me about doing a FREE energy
on energy waste survey
on my home and telling me
_
whai I Cari-do to save on my energr,
-costs through winterization efforts.
I am a

homeowner
" renter
, owner of rental property
I heat mytqcome with eleCiricilV. natural gas,
coal. LP gas, wood (CIRCLE ONE) '

„

Add,vs•

(

,p

Power distribUtor .
Account No.(If known)
Most convenient tim,to Meta

tioriie Insulation Progreini
•

U
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Opinion Page
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Lettvs To The Editor

Good News On Broadcasts
Dear Editor,
Good news about Federal Communication Petition No. 2493 on
possible banning- of -religious broadcasting: on August I, 1975 the FCC tn a
unanimous action denied the request
made in the petition. The time,for
appeal has now expired. Thigpetition is
now dead.
The FCC has received 4L2 million
pieces of mail on this matter with an
estimated 20 to 30 million signatures
opposing the petition.
Petition RM2493 was filed by L. W.
Milam and J. D. LanSman of California
in December of 1974. The 27,000

gdifi
Ek,c4iYEAR
E eo-r TO,
ORAN
RYA
UNITED
STATES

signatures with Mrs. O'Hair pertained
to another matter which has also been
_
defeated.
Vtligaride on such matters as this ia
needed, but continued protest often
based on mis-information may lessen
ones credibility in the future when
pretest May be urgently needed.
The above information was printed in
Report from the Capitol, January,1977,
published by the Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs, 200 Maryland
Ave„.N,E.Washington,D.C.20002.
Jerrell White
902 Main Street
Murray,Kentucky 42071

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Douglass Hardware, located at,
Fourth and Main Streets, will go out of
business at the close of December. This
retail business has been at the location
for nearly seventy-five years.
tteatha reported Wdude Bab.4.
William Hutchens, age 65, _ and Sp4
Robert L. Kelley,age 32.
Mary Ellen Hum, daughter'of Mr.
andidrs:Gene-Hum, is one ef-twenty- four seniors at the College of William
and Mary in Virginia to be initiated into
Phi Beta Kappa society.
_..Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Mrs. Torrunye D:Taylorv.Mrs. _Bob ifibbard, Mrs. Don,Keller, JanJones,and Kay Pinicley will be models in-the benefit fashionshow of
the First District of the Kentucky .
Federation of Women's Club/tube held
December 1 at Ken Bar Inn.
Mrs. W.S. Jones was the program for
the study on "Africa" presented at the
meeting of the Arra Dunn Circle of the
Hazel Methodist Church. ,

;/
i<fr
,
"/

l'•

20 Years Ago

Copley News Service

.Supports Coach_ _Eurgerson
Editor:
- Bill Furgerson stated he did not win
the OVC in his eleven years as football
coach and that is unfortunate, but
according to what I have read in this
area's papers and what I heard on tv
from both him and President Curris
there is a decided variance. Furgerson
stated he had a meeting with D.
Marshall Gordon and President Curris
who said they were expressing ,the
feelirlts of the Board of Regents (his
resignation expected of,course) which
strongly felt Murray should have won
tIonference, but it seemed to me
C' is, if I recall' Correctly, said on tv

he was unaware of -those feelingsand a
decision as to Furgerson would be
decided at the next meeting of the
Board,later this week,' believe he said.
I am not acquainted with Curris or
any Members of the B-oard, Nit have
known Furgerson since coming to
Murray in 1950. I prefer to believe
everything he said is gospel truth and .
that the University will make a grave
mistake,
should
Furgerson's
resignation be accepted.
Al Koertner
1631 College Farm
Murray,Ky.
" 42071

Agrees On Horoscopes
I am very glad .someorie wrote and
- ,r,,xplainea_the tr,,tkphour harnecopes j
say truth because she quoted the Word
of the Lord—who is the trues John 14:6
says, "I am the way, the truth, and the

..Atmeenatqijeaarif ygo_catimietoprint
it in the paper. Not only will you
jeopardize yourself, but you will be
putting
a stumbling block before
others. Matthew 18:7 says,"Woe to the
world because of its stumbling blocks!
For it is inevitable that stumbling
blorlt3--corne-,—but woe--tothrough whom the stumbling block
comes!" Romans 14:21 says,"It is good
not tO eat meat or to drInk wine,or to do
anything by which your brothers
stumbles." Therefore, I suggest you
take the horoscope out of the paper so
you won't be a stumbling block and be a
participater in the unfruitful deeds of
-darkness.
Yours truly,
Paula Foy
Rt. 1, Box 155-A
Murray,KY 42071

Inside Report

figtv.land F..% a'n% isiiI(GA K-rt N.k%iits

Hibernating French
Communists

-e

PARIS—Although the gloom is
a tax on capital and wealth,and worker
naturally concealed at the fortress-like
elections of board chairmen in
Communist party headquarters here,
nationalized companies.
the inner mood of the party these days
Marchais's political dilemma is
is one,of beleaguered worry tinged with-' profound. liprensvith-a-$2 millionkittyto•
.desperation.
hold the party cadres Inilne and whip
The reason is not hard to find: the
up new members for the March elecspectacular Communist decision to
tion, can • he justify sacrificing such
break its five-year union with the
other economic goals as higher
Socialist party of Francois Mitterand
minimum wages, agreed to by the
„has • forced one of -those 180-degree
Socialists;just because Mittertuid will
reversals that litter the Communist
not buy the whole new Communist
landscape back to .the Russian
package?
revolution.
These other_ lesser parts of the
Party leader Georges Marchais
Common Program did indeed appear to
(actually a closet"opponerit of the
be within reach before the September
party's decision to break the Union of
break of the Union of the Left. As of
UM- had „-ri
-We Mitterand the
today; IIuwxvvt, the- prcrspect appears
shining '1,ymbol of the Socialist:
remote of either a healing of the breach
Communist. union and its- tlYnunon
or of enough informal Communist
Program. Now Marchais's job is to
support for Socialist candidates in the
convince disillusioned party cadres
• election to give the Socialists control of
that Mitterand is some sort of antia. new minority-government. Indeed,
Marxist, anti-worker traitor. These are
the reverse may occur: a Communist
— the same cadres who were promised by
decision to cut hey Socialist candidates
Marchiis for the:past-Year that stfeet - in selected districts in the runoff
victory awaited the Union of the..Left in
(second) balloting, a process that could
the election now scheduled for March
cost Mitterand between 50 and 60 seats
1978.
he would otherwise win.
"It is becoming clear that the leaders
In short, the economic goals for
of the Socialist- party have heard the
workers seem.
,far from Marchats
siren song and -are setting forth,"
mind today, even the goals that fornied
Marchais told his central committee in
the Common Program before the
a battle-cry speech last month. Setting
Communists escalated their demands
forth where? For a new political union
and
la rupture of the left. The
with "national.and.international forces
Communists' real goal may be more
opposed
to -gemilne
complex: to whittle cloven the fastpolitical
change"—in other words, the hated
growing Socialist party, no Matter how
bourgeois center—just as "the Social
much the Communists damage
Democrats are managing the affairs of
themselves in the process, and then
capitalism" in Britain, West Germany,
move into a rebuilding process of the
Austria, Portugal and other West
left after the election.
_ _
Enropean states. That- ivould- mean hibernation-timeThe sin of the Mitterand Socialists,
for the Communists for several years.
says Marchais, is their refusal to agree
But given the present preeminence
to an economic revolution that includes
within the left of Socialists over
full nationalization of major holding
Communists—a reversal of roles since
companies and their affiliates, a 50
the Union of the Left was formed in
pereent increase in family allowances,
1972—temporary self-destruction of the

left in the March election followed by
rebuilding may be the best of bad
choices for Marchais's Communist
Party.
-It-would free-the cadres for-serious
party rebuilding - from a base of
ideological commitment far stronger
than the Socialists'. It would also free
them from and unacceptable position
as No. 2 party in a left government--soinethIng both the Communists
here and in Moscow seem unwilling to
accept.
A step backward by the Communistsfollowed by a longer step forward
carriesgrave-risks for France. It could
confront President Giscard d'Estaing
_with-this&lemur-an election ift which the clisunified left captured more
popular votes but fewer deputies than
the tenuously
united center-right.
_
That would probably doom Giscalsrs__.
cherished desire for a coalition
government between the center and the
Socialist left. Leaving the left out of the
new government would have dangerous
results in 'politically volatile France,
results that might greatly profit the
Communist party.

Sergeant First Class Wilton H.
Jackson is a member of the 287th Field
Artillery Battalion's Battery C Touch
Football-WM Which reCently. nlacad first in the battalion tournament at
Dochau,Germany.
Deaths reported include Henry
Smith, age 81.
Thomas Doran, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. T. C. Doran,has been appointed to
the faculty in the Department Of Music -at the University of Missouri,
Columbia.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds and the Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers played to a 7 to 7 tie in the
annual football gime played at Bowling
Green.
In high school basketball games
South Marshall beat Lynn. Rodney
Warren got 45 pointsfor the Lyn/M/1We Wildcats, while Green was high with 16
for the South Marshall Rebels.
Hams are advertised at 55 cents per. •
pound in the ad for Johnson's Grocery
this week.
sips

30 Years Ago
The Murray dark fired tobacco
market for the 1947 ergs) will open here
on January 5, according to officials of
the Western Dark Fired_
Growers Aiatin.
Tobac,
—
PFC. Walter E.Shackelford, Jr., has
been transferred from Aberdeen, Md,
..to Fort Knox.
The Rev. Braxton B. Sawyer, pastor
of the First Baptist Church, will bring
the message at the community
Thanksgiving service at the First
Baptist Cluirch, according to the Rev.'
Samuel McKee, pastor of the College
Presbyterian Church and president of
the Murray Ministerial Association.
Mrs. Frank Littleton spoke on
"Hobbies For Women" at the meeting
of the Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
In high school basketball games Lynn -Grove beat Murray Training in a game
played at the Carr Health Building
here. Max Smotherman was high with _
14 points for Lynn Grove and Ralph
Boyd was high with 12 points for
Murray Training.

ute and
whether I do or not does hot make God's
word- any Jess clear on this subject.
-Also, if I did disagree it.. ireuld not
change God's word and make it null and
void. Matthew 24:35 says,"Heaven and
earth shall pass away but my ,word
shall ,not pass away." To me, this
A?
,
means the word of the Lord is very
important and you can trust frinYtir do
what He says He will.
believe it is time we who are
Christians realize what it really means
•.to 'be,• one, We need.ta quit fooling
around with darkness and continuing to
say we trust and obey the Lord when
our actions do not show it.
I John 1:54 says, "And this is the
Times haven'tchanged so much since
message we have heard from Him and
the see thing 1950s and the turbulent
announce to you,that God ia4light and in
1960s; not where pretty girls are
Him there is no darkness at all. If we
concerned. It still applies that if we give
say that we have fellowship with Him
Dear Editor:
a pretty girl a little rope she will either
'yet walk in the darkness we lie and do
The Lions Club; WPSD-TV Telethon
trip over it or tie it into a lover's knot.
not practice the truth." Ephesians 5:5of Stars keeps before us the opportunity
11 says, "For this you knotv with cerfor people to give of themselves for the
tainty, - that no immoral or impure
benefit of others. During this season of
person, os, covetous man who is an
Thanksgiving, the board of managers;
idolater has an inheritance in the
the staff, and the handicapped children
kingdom of Christ and God. Let no one
and adults receiving help at the West
deceive you with empty words for
Engineers from the Louisville
Kentucky Ester Seal Center give
because of these things the wrath of
Department of Bell Telephone System
thanks to you for devoting your time,
God corn-es upon the sons of
were in Murray this week reworking
efforts and so much heart toward their
disobedience. Therefore do not be
worn cables and keeping the Murray
rehabilitation by giving to the Telethon
--partakers with them; -for you were
By The Associated Press
wiring facilities in readiness-for the
in such- a generous mariner.
formerly darkness, but now you are
Today is Saturday, Nov. 26, the 330th
ittw flasher type service which will be
May each of you enjoy the goodness
light in the Lord; walk as children of
day of 1977. There are 35 days left in the
inaugurated this winter, according to
of this great American festive season,
light for the fruit of the light consists in
0.H.Brown,local telephone manager.
year.
and thanks for making it possible for
-I Column of historical and genealogical
all goodness and righteousness and
Today's highlight in history:
The Road and Highway and Land
others to take steps they otherwise
truth), trying to learn what is pleasing
anecdotes, stories and frond,- notes.)
On this date in 1949, India adopted a
Divisions of the Tennessee Valley
might not have taken.
..to the Lord...And do_ not participate in
Authority will open general offices in
constitution as a federal republic within
. Sincerek„ _
the unfruitful deeds Of darkness, but
Murray on November 29 with
the British Commonwealth.. .
Jerald Ellington
instead even expose them."
On this date:
headquarters in the First National
Executive Director
These scriptures tell us how we are to
In 1764, the Roman Catholic Jesuit
Bank building.
live, especially if we are Christians. If
religious order was suppressed in
Deaths reported include Clint Jones,
we disagree or afe shocked or conFrance.
age 50.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
victed which means proved or found
In 1857, the first Australian
Murray State College President
Although Calloway county was not G, Seventh Kentucky Infantry. David
As a service to our readers, The
uilts) it is_ because,L:the word ofSod
parliament opened in Melbourne.
James H. Richmond spoke at the tenth
_the
site of any large-scale battles in the Nowlen was named First Lieutenant
Ledger ---46 -Times
is living.and active and sharper than 'Mtirray
In 1925, Germany ratified the
birthday celebration of the Murray
Civil War, there were soine minor and James WaLqtan-Settind Lieutenantperiodically publishes the addresses any two-edged sword, and piercing as
.
Toe_
- ariniTreatledging to guarantee -Business -and - Prof083/81ial Women'S,
skirmishes
of
the state and federal elected
within its boundaries. This company was part of the Kentucky
far as the division of soul and spirit,of
Club. Mrs. Ethel Bowden is club.
the French frontier.
Murray was burned by guerillas as an
representative's serving our area.
Brigade.
both joints and marrow and able to
In 1940, the 500,000 Jews in Warsaw,
president.
offshoot
FEDERAL
of
war
LEVEL
feelings. There was only
Another company composed entirely
judge the thoughts and intentions of the
Poland, were forced by the Nazis to live
Howard Parsons, Wayne Jones,.
one force of regular soldiers — Federal of men from Calloway County was
Any senator or representative
heart. And there is no creature hidden
James Thomas R-oberts, Rupert)
within a walled ghetto.
—
who
may
reached
occupied
be
through
the
town; this was in formed in 1863. These 80 men made up
the
from His sight, but all things are open
Outland, Virginia Darnell. Hallene
In 1970, a Bolivian disguised as a
congressional switchboard, 202-224November, 1864, for a few days. These
Company C of Colonel Faulkner's
and laid bare to the eyes of Him with
Lassiter,' Margaret Roberts, Inez
priest tried to kill Pope Paul VI in the
some 300 Union soldiers erected ear- Cavalry. This regiment also contained
3121.
whom we have to do.(Hebrews 4:12-13)
Cleaver, Frances Suiter, Lubie Lee
Philippine capital of -Manila, but the
thwork fortifications which were another company of Calloway CounHere are the mailing addresses:
Again, I say thank you for printing
Filbeck, Charles Johnson, and Louise
pontiff escaped injury.
briefly occupied.
Sen. Walter D.Icluddleston
tians,led by Captain James Melton.
Miss Hogancamp's letter. I hope you
Donelson are members of the cast of
In 1964, 19 crewmen of the Norwegian
There were about 800 Calloway
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
On the Union side of the ledger, since
take this matter seriously and realize
the play, "Bashful Bobby," to be
tanker Stott Dagali were killed when
County men who enlisted in the Con- there was some mixed loyalty
D. C. 20510
presented December 4 by the faculty
the ship was cut in two in a collision
federate Army. Captain C. C. Bowman
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
throughout Kentucky, T. P. Carter
and senior class of Alino High School.
with the Israeli cruise ship Shalom off
recruited -the First Company, com4107 Dirksen Building
organized a Cavalry companil-for the
Births reported include a girl to Mr.,
New Jersey.
Murray Ledger & Times
posed of 80 men, in 1861. Its officers
Washington, D. C. 20510
First Kentucky Battalion. Other Union
and Mrs. Bennie Finney on November
Ten years ago: At least 250 persons
were C. P. Duncan, first Lieutenant, sympathizers joined the Fifteenth
Murray Field Office,753-1852
8, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Gray on
perished as torrential rains and
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
and Elias Hopkins Third Lieutenant.
Rep. earroll Hubbard, Jr.
Kentucky Cavalary. Altogether, about
Editor
R Gene McCutchenn
November 10, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
flooding destroyed thousands of homes
They served under General Richard
The Murray Ledger & Ttmes is published
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
200 men,from the county threw their
Robert Young on November 13.
in central Portugal.
•
every afternoon except undays, July 4, ChristTaylor for a year in Virginia, but were
Washington, D. C. 29515
support ehind the Northern cause.
mas Day. New Yeses
and Thanksgiving by _
Coffee is advertised at 29 cents per
Five years ago: U.S. officials anLEVEL
STATE
only in minor skirmishes.
Murray Newspapers, nc, 103 N. 4th St .
Incidentally, in case anyone has ever
pound by the Kroger Company.
nounced that the first detailed map of
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Captain G.A.C. Holt organized
State legislators may be reached
puzzled over the preponderance of
Murray. Ky 42071
"Stella Dallas" starring Barbara'
the surface of the planet Mars had been
Company
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
H, Third Regiment right
in F'rankfort when the General
Confederate soldiers buried in family
Stanwyck is showing at the Varsity
compiled from photographs made by
,arriers. $250 per month, payable in advance
after war actually broke out. T. A.
Assembly is in session by dialing 1graveyards, there is a logical exBy mail in Calloway County and to Benton. HarTheatre.
the Mariner IX spacecraft.
Miller was First Lieutenant, John P.
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky., and
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
planation. Many of the Union soyliers
One year ago: The Soviet-led Warsaw
Pans, Buchanan and Puryear. Tn . $11 50 per
Matheson Second Lieutenant, and
of the State Capitol Building,
were buried in the national cemeteries
year By mail to other destinations. $3250 per
Pact nations proposed that the West
Abner Duncan Third Lieutenant. There
Frankfort, . Ky. 4001. Home
year.
as Arlington and Fort Donelson;
such
join in an accord to prohibit the first use
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
were 87 men in his company, but only
addresses of state legislators
however those men who had fought for
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
of nuclear weapons by either side n a
about 25 were able to return home after
A_ssoczation
serving Calloway County are:
Confederate cause were deemed by
the
conflict.
The Associated Press is exclusively'entitled to
the war -in-an uninjured state. the
Sen. Richard SVCrsenberger
the U. S. Goverdment to be traitors at.
republish local news originated by The Murray
Today's birthdays: Television
others were either wounded or
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
Route
that time, and were denitg_burial tn4he
commentator Eric Sevareid is 65 years
,ftS
—TELEPACCT
And all flesh shall see the salvatioa of
remained
behind at Shiloh, Vicksburg,
Mayfield, Ky. 41066.
national cemeteries. Wthey vrtskA old. -Actor and singer Robert
Business Office . . . .,... .
.
. ,;753-1916
Goulet
God.
— Luke 3:6.
Fort Pillow and other Woody% bat"classif4e4-iielwertbbax,- —...,..
_
Rep. Keitneth C. lints
" . 75048141
taken to tEeirla_railyi-ceineteries and 44.Artist
fiptad ,Display o Advertising
753-1919
GeugsNel
_ ...,4n _leans _of Nazareth
tlefields.
201 S. 3rd Street
interred there; marVed ioudly wilt" -Thought• for today: in
Circulation '
151411111 When monej, _beings today can
• Irt 1862, J. M. Chambers Was named
News and Sports Dept _ ..
Miirray, Ky. 42971_ -*
find the presence of
.71614811
stones bearing the legend' C:S.A., - talks, nobody notices•what
.
grammar it
God and His salvation.
,captain of the newly-kirmed Company
Confederate §Oldiersof America.
' - uses — Anonymous.
•
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Mutray Business News Briefs
Z-41'
I-CAR/rat L

PCA Holds 44th Annual_
Stockholders Meeting

VOLKSWAGEN

Thilifirfay Office of the two indiVfidtfahr were Voted
Jackson.- Purchase on for Nominating CAProduction Credit mittee member for 1973 of
Association held its 44th which Graves Burkeen was
Annual Stockholders elected. After the election
Meeting November 10, 077 had hem conducted-- by
Magness,
at the Murray High School Charles
Vice
Cafeteria. Members were Association
from
:present
both President, the directors
by
Calloway -and Marshall report ass
Counties. After enjoying a Calloway County Director,
good Meal,a short business Bill Ed Hendon.
meeting was held by the
Following the directors
Hazel Woodmen of the World units 138 and 869 Carman Parks. The two units held their annual joint Association Directors and report, Cloys Hobbs,
Association President,
recently. A large crowd was in Employees.
i
have chosen as their outstanding Woodmen, Mrs. Family Night meting
Keel, Office discussed the financial
Keys
Geraldine Myers and Carman Parks, Unit 869 President attendance and njoyed barbeque and all the trimthe
of
Toni Jones (left) presented the Women of Woodcraft mings. Awards ere presented along with several Manager, welcomed statement
the
said
He
Association.
everyone
and
Glenn
Mrs.
and
Tim
Guests
included Mr.
door prizes.
award to Mrs. Myers and Field Representative
acknowledged
special Association sertring eight
Burkett.
Scruggs (right) presented the Mr. Woodmen award to Wooden and Area Manager and Mrs. Grover
_
guests and employees from counties has a 77 million
PCA
offices dollar outstanding and is
other
throughout- the Jackson- structurally sound and
_
purenaue...„Keel. gave the strong. enough for the
—
progress report of the anticipated growth of the
Murray Office which has future. He also explained
been a 24 percent increase with the volume that the
VOLKSWAGEN AWARD—Mitchell Blanche, left, district service manager for
in volume over 1976 with an Association now has, it
America, recently presented Phillip Rogers, service manager at
-outstanding of 1011 million enables them to hold the Volkswagen of
in Murray,a-certificate of achievement and S300 U.S. Savings
Volkswagen
Carroll
7
-CO*of-mority to a. lower
dollars. .. Bond,in a-contesi based nincreaSed serVice business. As the program con- leveL
tinued, Jim Wilson, At. the _close,of the
NT !UM'S THE WORD:
chairman of the Board of meeting, Richard Price,
Representative,
Directors, conducted the Field
business meeting and expressed his appreciation
explained the importance for the cooperation the
of PCA members taking members have shown the
A fender-bender can turn can't go into action, school flourescent markers for could be used against you part in the election of the Association. Five bags of 30
into tragedy if the people other- family members on enough behind the car (in in court.
directers. The directors of silver dollars each was
Phillip G. Rogers of
involved_don't act quickly what to do..
trent,too,if needed)to.give. 13_ Don't_ sign a towing'Grans— and Hickman Liven as door prime.
Volkswagen in.
Carroll
to warn other' 'Motorists.
MOVECAR
alerted(Myers asafe slow- agreement without reading Countiestermsexpired and The meeting Was ad- Murray has won
How much do you recall
TURN ON FLASHERS
down or stopping distance. it carefully. Otherwise, you were to be voted on. Also journed by Jim Wilson.
Volkswagen national
from your driver's manual
1. If your car is a safety At night, this action is may -find that you
service managers contest
on what to do in case of hazard to other drivers, especially critical.
authorized expensive
for the Kentucky region.
'
accident?
move it off the road -onto
repair work. An insurance
Rogers won a certificate
HURT?
ANYBODY
Very little, perhaps..
the right shoulder if you
adjuster.has to look at your
of achievement and a $500
anyone's
If
see
Now
5.
•
Here, from Extension can. Otherwise, police
car and appraise 'the
U.S. Savings Bond in a
home management want you to leave it where hurt. Cover someone with a damagei.tiefore it can be
contest based on ma-eased
blanket, but don't try to
specialist Florence Parker, it is.
A group 4Kentucky and management consultant servige business.
first aid unless you repaired.
iss sixteen-point reminder
2. Turn off the ignition. give
Rogers has worked with
CALL INSURANCE
Tennessee real estate firnt The full day
you're
what
exactly
know
of what-to do. It's just one
3. If the car catches fire
AGENT
educational conference- Carroll--Nolkswagen in
parrecentlybrokersbeen
have
People
doing.
of many life-saving basics get everyone out and try to
14. Notify your insurance ticipated in a marketing was aimed at maximizing Murray for two and one
women around the state dotist it' with a fit&ex- sued for doing the wrong
alway,_-euen_ seminee
'
Qompiny-eight
-imPact -of Realtors half-years. _
haviiiicked- upin car-care tinguisher or baking soda.
Blanche,
by
methods
g
his
.
says
marketin
driver
Mitchell
another
if
conducted
and
Tennessee
arid -driver-responsibility rf fire is out of Ccintrol, get --8. If possible, stop cars-'
company will take care of by
Crawford systematizing the ad- district service manager
Lee
workships sponsored by the everyone at least 100 feet coming from two different
for Kentucky, Columbus
everything.
a vertising efforts.
Systems,
Management
them
have
of away in case the gas tank directions and
UK
Collegetti ,
-biretta Jobs, Broker and Region of Volkswagen of
15. Find out if your agent New
based
Jersey
medical
and
police
get
Agriculture's Cooperative eiplodes.
y.
.
A.111 e/
Pa.t Atylols.,SchmAna,
help. Someone with a CB plans to file an accident
_Extension Service.
4. Tufa on your flashers.
the
Realtors
Rogers
Jobs
presented
Loretta
so
do
not,
If
report.
We're dedicated to your health!
In case you're hurt and Also put flares or radio can do this quickly. yourself.
unningham called the seminar "one of Award
_7. Gather information.
free to ask us anything
Feel
the
most productive
SEE YOUR DOCTOR
Write down names and
we'll --t:te happy to help you howeducational experiences
ID. If you were even just
other
of
addresses
we've ever participeted in.
slightly hurt, or have any
ever we can. We put our years of
driver(s) Involved and discomfort at all, see your
The -highly efficient new
experience to serving you better.
their passengers. Get a doctor—just in case. Some
approaches to advertising
driver's license number, injuries don't show up until
Cunningham was we studied should increase
Free Diliveries
A.
W.
license plate And car later, when you' may
applainted -the the effectof our marketing
recently
registration numbers.
otherwise no be able to Superior Muffler Dealer in significantly."
Business
Small
A
8. Also get names, ad- claim them as a result of Murray.
The seminar presented a
SCORE
Afirniniqtration
104 N. 5th - 75.34302
TIUM.•
phone
and
dresses
the accident.
means - that new 'system for co- representative will be in
This
Take
witnesses.
of
various
bers
the
ordinating
can
area
this
in
motorists
Soffit
the Commissioner's
...Not
down quotes, such as, "He
forget about the periodic aspects of a real estate
Charfibers, (second floor),
Sate
went through a red light."
expense of exhaust system marketing effort, including
Be Adequate COVerage
City Hall, Paducah, from
said
who
know
you
sure
Be
cost
the
media,
to
of
thanks
evaluation
replacement
ore
With
a.m. till 12:00 noon,
9:00
Voc144.4veg you
av,o
what.
FU$Y ABOUT
We,yout
Famous Superior Muffler cobtrol, goal orientation,
hew
December 1, 1977 Call the
Se
Come
N. Mattecon happencomprehensive
time of
date,
down
Jot
9.
other
and
for
good
is
relations,
which
public
guarantee
FARM INSURANCE?
TOUR
accidents
Office,
policies
policy is
-gore
The Purchase Area has as long as you own your related subjects. Lee Commissioner's
day, weather, condition of
;nsuronce
our low
more
for
442-7561,
(502)
ove
look
road, etc.
formed a Gasoline &rvice car," a spokesman said. Crawford, a principal in
kg, and
40. Don't let your car be Station Dealer Chapter, an _The guarantee; -valid-at the company presenting details. SCORE, Service
Retired
of
towed away without finding affiliate of Kentucky more than 1200 dealers the program, pointed out Corps
llama)
*HOME
counoffers
Executives,
where
it,
doing
Gasoline Dealers coast-to-coast,
out who's
covers that each Realtor is faced
-to
training
and
seling
,
*AUTO
it's going, and-hoar much it Association, Inc.
every possible part Of the with the substantial task of
management
gssois#
At the highly asuccessful exhaust system: muffler, organizing
will cost for towing and
im- upgrade
and
*BUSINESS
skills.
storage.
meeting of 32 Aalers held tailpipe, exhaust pipes, plementing an advertising
vow
*FARM
at the Ramada Inn, clerics, hangers and even and marketing program
TH-EN PICK YOUR OWN POLICY WITH
I
DON'T TAKE
*LIABILITY
Paducah on Thursday, labor. It means that once which will present his
THE BLAME
November 17, the following Cunningham installs the clients' properties to the
_ 11. Don't tell the police were elected to head their exhaust system on your buying public in such a way
753-4451
Call
anything except your Chapter: Don Catiller, of vehicle, be it American or as to attract the greatest
This Page Is
name, address, license Southside Exxon
in Imported, you will never number of potential
For
And About
number, car registration, Paducah, chairman; and pay for repair
or buyers.
Murray
Area
name of your insurance will serve one year plus replacement again, the
"What we've done," he
ksinesses.
company-- and
beteg/NT the state board of Voitesfhan added:
Said;-"Ls' ta_fnririulate a
unadorned facts of the KGDA as representative
By using the unique system which takes the
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock
accident.
from the Purchase Area; Superior Muffler pipe- guess-work out of real
Choose from a selection of flexible
12. Don't take blame for vice chairman is Rudy A. bending equipment he can estate advertising." The
insurance plans to protect your farm, home,
the accident, no matter Ilaker, Jr., RudyS Stan- bend a tailPipe to fit almost firm claims use of the
and personal property.
how you feel about it. This dard Service in Paducah; every American or Foreign system can increase adWe can take your choice of MULTIGiJARD
is car,van and camper on the .vertising. effectiveness bY_...
secretary-treasurer
overages and totritTtere Mehl totFrank DuPerrieu
of road today. That includes 15 to 20 per cent.
comprehensive package of protection for
DuPerrieu Texaco in antique cars as well as high
Lee Crawford called tfie
your property, plus insurance for most of
Paducah.
performance cars.
seminar "another eXample
Office•Studio
the liability exposures you and your family
As part of the largest of the willingness of
may face during personal activities.
muffler network in the Realtors to devote their
This is what he
We at the
See us today about a personalized
also
offers
he
learning
dual
ip
effort
world,
and
time
used to look like.
. MULTIGUA4113 insurance plan for your
conversions and custom how to serve their- clients
Today, we donl
farm and family.
Continuing
bending
better.
know what the
by
In this area, Superior education is a fact of life in
criminal looks likes
Muffler exhaust systems the real estate profession.
to
never
try
are available at Cun- We
ningham Auto Repair and stagnate...there are too
Be? Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-4751
Motor Sales. Inc.,619 South many people counting on
304 MAIN
4th St., in Murray.
nnnuuni FUND
0.••••

Phillip G. Rogers
Wins Volkswagen
Contest Locally

Don't Say "It Was All My Fault'

Local Realtors Participate
In Advertising Seminar

C
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Named

SCORE Rep.
To Be In Paducah
December 1

healer

The Clinic Pharmacy

Gasoline Service .
Station Dealer
Chapter Formed
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Ranci•En

PURDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency
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MULL

tIMMOOMOOMO006606666686(

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS

CREATIVE
PHOTGRAPHY

Bank of Murray

Ted Wilson
753-7360

offer our

The Murray Insurance Agency

us

Congratulations

8111111 NOTES

to
Mrs. Geraldine Myers
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USC Stops UCLA On Last
Second,38 Yard, Field Goal

1

School Playoffs

Jeffferson Co AAAA
Championship
21 Bishop David 13
Trinity
266
backfield,
yards
Nedraska
to have been
By ALEX SACHARE
throughout the mond half preferred
Bowl bid, to. 190. Lott, aim drays Via
and he finally put the Bruins AI* for a Rose
AP Sportii Writer
Greenup Co 13 Henderson Co
his club will be Cornhuskers dizzy with his
It was the biggest win of the ahead _27-26 with re 1-yard but he is happy
options
the
off
of
the
12
execution
postseason action.
year for Washington and the scoring strike to Don Pe- seeing
State AA
for 143
rushed
Wishbone,
Barry
Oklahoma Coach
Championship
Huskies didn't even get their derson with 2:56 to play.
one
touchdown
_
and
yards
thankMit Southern Cal, led by Switzer wasisserethan
uniforms dirty.
a senior, Mayfield 14 Corbin.13
Peacock,
while
the
to
going
ful. "We're not
Washington earned its first Rob Hertel, who completed 15
yards and scored
we're going to the gained 123
trip to the Rose Bowl in 14 of 24 passes for 254 yards, took river,
twice.
his
after
rejoiced
beach," he
Years when Southern Cal 'the ensuing_ kickOff and
Fullback Mike Harris
sixth straight victory
edged __UCLA 29-27- .Friday marched frow its own 27 to set team's
for 111 yards-- and
rushedrivalEight
-oVer Big
Associateu Preis'
night on Frank Jordan's 38- *up Jordan's third field goal of
The
openingof
By
three
one
scored
Nebraska, showing he prefers
Yar1 field goal with two the game.
EAST
half touchdowns as Arizona
Atlantic
the
.of
shores
The Trojans were out of the
seem& rernattifig in - their
Army 89, R.P:I: 56 - raised its ccinference
Ocean (the Orange Bowl in State
intra-eity - renege football timeouts and had to hurry.to
record to 8-1 and overaffmark Fordtram 88, St. - Lawrence
the
of
banks
the
to
Miami)
get the field goal off, but that
rrvalry.
Sun Devils are 79
Mississippi River(the Liberty to 9-2. The
SOU'H
A victory by UCLA would turned out to be a blessing in
assured of at least a tie for the
Memphis).
in
Bowl
82, S.C.-Aiken 58
have sent- the Bruins to the disguise. "It happened so
with
Citadel
crown
Brigham
WAC
the
is
team
"This offensive
Tech 75, Georgia 58
Jan. 2 classic in Pasadena. fast," said Jordan, "I didn't
had
Georgia
which
previously
Young,
best I've ever coached,"
But Jordan's field goal have tin* to be nervous."
Maryland 95, Bucknell 62
announced it would not play in
and
Lott
Switzer.
-.added
•
Bow!.
Amsted UCLA out of the bowl - Southern- California Coach
'Rio-Grande 74,-W.Va. St. 64
Pea-cock outrushed the entire The Fiesta
Va. Union 123, Md.-E Shore
picture; gave Southern Cal a John Robinson would have
spot in the Bluebonnet Bowl
95 •
against either Texas or Texas
Wash.& Lee 108, Clinch ValA&M and made Washington
ley 81
_
MIDWEST
_ the pacific-its representative
in the Rose Bowl against
Boise_St. 102,-Great Felts 81
Michigan Of the Big Ten. •
Kansas St. 78, N..illinois 74
-"It was like coming off the
Ohio St. 99, Cal-Hayward 82
field after a big win," said
UNC-Charlotte 68, Illinois 64
SOUTHWEST
Washington Coach Don
HARTFOFtp,Conn.(AP) — Hartford.
I victory over the Cincirina*.i
James, who watched the
Baylor 78, McMurry 52
Gordie was further handi- Stingers.
ordie Howe, playing despite
television. a banged up left hand, took capped by the absence of his
on
FAR WEST
thriller
Preston tied the game just
Washington finished with a 6-1 eight shifts, but ,once more son Mark, who normally plays 12 seconds into the final period
Denver 100, Sante Fe 82
Pac-8 mark, white-- both friThed to Score his 1,000th left wing with his father at on a short backhand Shot and - Nevada-Reno 130, Doane-89
Southern Cal and 17thranked career goal, as the Quebec center on a line with Tom scored the game winner on a
Pan American 85, Air Force
UCLA were 5-2 in conference Nordiques whipped Howe's Webster. Mark has torn power play at the 9:51 mark on 71
play.
Santa Clara 85, Hawaii 77
NeiCEngland Whalers 6-2 in a cartilage in his rib cage area assists by Larry i.unff and
Oklahoma and --Ar-iaaaa World Hockey Association and also will miss the Andre Lacroix.
Southern Cal 80, Idaho St. 69
State were other big winners Friday night.
Stanford 92, Cal PolyEdmonton game.
Houston's
was
The triumph
Friday.
Real Cloutier and Mitre TarIn the only other WHA fourth in its last five games Pomona 91, OT
Oklahoma, ranked No. 3 na- dif each scored two goals for game, Rich Preston scored
TOURNAMENTS
and mov'ed the Aeros into fifth
tionally, clinched the Big the Quebec sextet, but the twice in the third period to
First Round
place in WHA standings.
Eight championship and a game was reasonably close at rally the Houston Aeros to a 3IPTAY
berth in the Orange Bowl in 4-2 gqing into the Emal petiocL_
Cleffif#011 126, TCU 62 Miami Jan. 2 by overpowering
Rhode Island 82, Ohio 69
New England poured 21
Nebraska 33-7 Friday af- shots at Richard, Brodeur in
Lapchiek
ternoon with an awesdme the Quebec -goal in the third
Old Dominion 90, Niagara 82
offensive display led by period, but none of them came
St. John's, N.Y. 66,
quarterback Thomas Lott and off the stick of the 49-year-old
Lafayette 60
running back Elvis Peacock. superstar. His only real
"EXHIBMONS
As a consolation prize, 11th- scoring opportunity came in
Auburn 101, Czechoslovakia
the Smythe Division and
ranked Nebraska will be going the third period, when he fired
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — expanded the Black Hawks',
to the Liberty Bowl in.Mem- wide from directly In front Reggie Leach tries to Make lead to four points over the Holy Cross 117; Cuba 96
phis, Tenn. Dec. 19 against after being set up by Alan the most of every opportunity. Rockies.
Soviet Union 88, Alabama 78
North Carolina.
And that's how he scored
Hangsleben.
No. 19 Aritona State, meanHowe spent 15 minutes in against the Cleveland Barons.
while, beat Arizona 23,Lto be- the tehativel_juith aftPr the
The right_win,ger's rebound
come:Abe- Western _Athletic game, then displayed his left goal at11:11 of the first period .
Conference's representative hand, with a large-sized broke a 1-1 tie to start the
in the Fiesta Bowl. The Sun swelling across the knuckles Philadelphia Flyers on their
Devils will play Penn State at around the tendon area.
- way to a 7-2 National- Hockey
-Ten e,Arizo1L Dirlatinati - Quebec, last year's A.vco..-League-,-eietery over. -the
Cup champions, outplayed the Barons Friday afternoon.
Saturday's schedule in- Whalers in the first two
Leach tapped a loose puck
cluded No. 1 Texas at No: 12 periods — and onl3r' two goals behind Cleveland goalie Gary
Texas A&M, No. 2 Alabama in the final minute of the Edwards, who had failed to
against Auburn at .Birm- second period made it a game. control a shot fired by Philanigham, Ala.; No. 9 Penn Larry Pleau worked with John delphia defenseman Kevin
State and No. 10 Pitt, No. 16 McKenzie and Dave Keon to McCarthy.
San Diego State at San Jose reduce the Quebec lead to 4-1
Three minutes later PhilaState, No. 18 Brigham Young With 43 seconds remaining. delphia forward Barry Dean
at Texas-El Paso and the With only eight seconds left in was credited with a tally when
traditional Army-IsIrivk inter- the period. George Lyle Barons' forward Dennis
service clash at Philadelphia. scored directly from a faceoff. Maruk inadvertently
Southern Cal's Jordan went
In the final period, both backhanded the puck into his
from goat to hero in a matter teams played it wide open. own net and the Flyers were
of minutes. His two missed ex- Tardif scored twice in the final off and away.
tra points did not appear cru- 4:08 to ease the pressure.
The victory boosted Philacial when Solitherri Cal moved
Saturday night, the Whalers delphia into rust place in the
out to a 26-10 lead, but Rick host the Edmonton Oilers, Patrick Division, one point
Bashore's passing cut apart against whom Howe scored ahead of the New York Islanddefense his 999th goal on Nov. 10 in ers, while Cleveland remained
Trojans'
the
--list in the Adams Division.
In another NHL game, the
ircl
rirgivolftlyta OCRINvervalroirtirollircilliNtircs,Ircrerple:talgrpl
Hawks
Black
Chicago
trounced the Colorado Rockies
5-1.
The Philadelphia-Cleveland_
game was stopped with 42 seconds remaining in the first period when a bench-clearing
brawl erupted. Four players
were ejected.
The hapless Barons, and
their predecessors, the
Oakland Seals, have, won a_
total of only four of 34 games
at Philadelphia's Spectrum.
Ivan Boldirev scored three
goals to lead Chicago over
Colorado. Boldirev connected
twice within 20 seconds of the
second. period as the Rlack
Hawks built a 4-0 lead and
ended an eight-game winless
streak. During that span,
Chicago had lost five games
and tied three.
The Chicago. triumph also
prevented Colorado from
moving into a first-place tie in

College Scores

Quebec Whips Whalers 6-2;
Howe Misses 1000th Goal

Flyers Beat Barons -7-2 In NHL Action _

Bum Knee Quarterbacks
May Start On Sunday

Kentucky High

By -BRUCE Low=
play him. They're 2.& the games against Cleveland.
Dallas will be trying I*
AP Siisr
- ts Writer
game cant possibly mean
One team has nothing to much to them in that widen its lead over St. Was to
two games in the NFC East
lose, the other team position."
everything..The situations
It means a lot to the and virtually kayo the Redalmost- are, mirror images— Steelers, 6-4 and tied for first skins from the playoffs, while_
But the words from the with Cleveland in the tight Minnesota hopes to regain its
coaches couldn't be more sim- American Football Con- onegame edge over Chicago in
the NFC Central.
ilar...,
ference Central Division.
As it has every week-since it
- The New York Jets are 2-8
Baltimore's lead over
and.. -101118 umbers this MiaiiaItigamesio.the AFC became a:member - of the •
National Football League East, so it appears the teams' league 24- games ago; Tampa
season. And they are thinking critical game will be Monday Bay is trying to get its inof starting Richard Todd, night, Dec. 5. %then the Colts Suliftwal vioturY...The Buccatheir- quarterback with the and Dolphins meet at Miami. neers, who have scored a
bum knee, against powerful The Rams, whose National league-low 53 points this seaPittsburgh Sunday.
Football Conference West lead son, go against the Atlanta
The Oakland Raiders are 8-2 over Atlanta is two games, Falcons, who have allowed a
and trying to get back to the have won their last four league-low 83.
Super Bowl they won a year
ago. And they -are thinking of
starting Ken Stabler, their
quarterback with the bum
knee, against bumbling
BUB* Monday night.
Todd was injured three.
Rent your own personal warehouse forpennies a day.
weeks ago in-a game-against
EXTRA STORAGE SPACk •
Miami. Stabler was hurt last
Sunday against San Diego.
For...home owner,"apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or1äib iriesinan, nover, anybody Also ,I.nday„ it will be
with a space problem.
Baltimore at Denver and Los
Includes...hiclividual bays (any size), 24 hour private
Angeles at Cleveland in a pair
entrance,security,lights,insurance.
of games matching divisional
leaders, plus Dallas at Washington, Minnesota at- Green
Bay, Atlanta at Tampa flay,
the New York Giants at
Cincinnati, Philadelphia at
New England, Kansas City at
Houston, San Diego at Seattle
and New Orleans at San
641 North, Center Drive
Francisco.
Joe Greene, Pittsburgh's
Neer Wafts Pancake Noose, bohind Carl Nowa Usled ans.
fierce defensive tackle, is the
_ _
U-LOCK IT
U-STORE IT
guyllIgIng after
U-KEEP
THE
KEY
Todd — or HIS replacement,
rookie Matt Robinson. And he
5's10'
month $16c* •
can't figure out why the Jets,
.building their hopes of ..the
month
next decade on ,Todd, would
8'x10'
want to use Joe Namath's heir
Month
against the'Steelers.
10'x16'
month
"If Todd is the Jets' whole
future, as they say, and he is
_ under par, then they shouldn't

-

Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse

753-4758
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Bears Going
South Tuesday
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CHICAGO(AP) — The Chicago Bears will desert the
snow and -cold for the sunny
southland Tuesday to prepare
for their Dec. 4 National
Football meeting against the
Buccaneers at Tampa Bay.
Bears workouts will be held
at Jesuit Boys' High School in
Tampa. .
Coach Jack Pardee said
Friday, "We want to insure
good' practices for the entire
week. I don't think we,:cl get
the proper weather'conditions
to work out here: Cold -weather
and ice and snow are not
conducive to preparing a good
He added, "Also, we want
the players to get in condition
to playing in warm weather."

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

-Main Officii-4(h& Main
•Dovintown Branch -5th &Poplar
-University Branch-U.S.641We-tit

.1%
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Hoping To improve On 1 7-10 Mark

Racers To Open Season Monday Night
s to
ast
hile
its
0th

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger S. Times Sports Editor
It has been the tradition that each year when all of the
basketball coaches from the Ohio Vallez Conferenceget
together for the annual Press Day, a pall is released and the

RACER CENTERS - John Randall (21) and Danny Jarrett (55) •
will be the Racer centers *is-Teas-cm. There wilt be times when
both of them ore in the game at the same time with Randall'
moving to a forward spot. Here, Randall goes up to score two
of n points in the Blue-Gold game Monday.

teams are rated from one to eight.
Such was not the case this season. Middle Tennessee was
picked first, Austin Peay second. The coaches didn't want to
even attenipt picking the entire eight.
Part ofThe reason was orcourse, none of the cdft-ties"Vanted bestowed upon their shoulders thi. pressure of being a
favored team. Secondly, the Ohio Valley Conference is going
to be so balanced this season, about anyone can win it.
Of course Middle Tendessee Will be the favorite, Shiite they
won the league last season and have four of their starters
back. But, the question is, can anyone be good enough in the
01/C Tournament to knock off Western Kentucky on their
own floor, if they are able to finish in the top four?
.
It will be another crazy, Unpredictable season but, the OVC
will be stronger and should do better outside of league.
Where does Murray State fit in? Fred Overton won't get an
answer Monday night when his club opens the season with a
7:30 p. m. game in the MSU Sports Arena against ArkansasPine Bluff.
But in two weeks from now, Overton should know just what
lies ahead. His team willhave road games at Samford, Kansas and Indiana.
"If you put it on paper,and loolt at what everyone has
coming back-we're no better than fifth. Look at Western and
Middle. They return their entire squads plus they've all had super recruitingyears.
_
`Eastern Kentucky is expected to be a strong contender,
be-right up there and East Tennessee cdtildr
be the darkhorse," Overton said.
The league is so balanced that the winning team could very
well wind up 10-4 in the conference.
Overton has one prqhlem with his club. They.alessi_balanced, he doesn't know who is going to start.
When the Racers take the floor Monday evening, it is expected 6-8 junior John Randall will open at center, 6-6 junior
Johnny Thirdkill at forward along with 6-6 senior Mike Muff,
and the guards should be 6-1 junior Bobo ..Mckson and 6-1
senior Jimmy Warren.
However. . . there's 6-11 center Danny Jarrett and there's
6-5 jumping bean Skeeter. Wilson, both of whom could
probably find a spot on any team in the conference.
The depth doesn't end there. Robert Kelly, an impressivelooking 64-freshman foreeard,
bltpeet' e elbt ot
playing time and veteran Tom Leffler adds even more depth
to the position.

•If

Cards Drop Corbirv 14-13

e
pushing for the first reserve guard spot.
The good thing is, there will be a lot of people playing.
Overton plans to do something different this year:. he's going
tx• try and press the entire game. Naturally, that will call for
Wesh- people eVely-novi-iiiidlhen so the aTurldllnc-Forgriards
can only help in the long runs.
How good are the Racers? They will be as good as anyone
in the OVC, at least on a neutral floor or at MSU. But winning
on the road in the OVC is like trying to hide•behind your
thumb, it's just almost impossible to do..
The pacers should- be one of the best rebounding teams in
the league and they'should be one of the quickest teams in the
league. The weakness?
Outside shooting.
Warren is a good shooter with good range; Other than that,
there is not really a brilliant outside shooter on the club.
The Racers' bread and butter will be the inside game.
Muff, who led the team in scoring last season, is a junk
player. He can score 35 points and nobody in the stands would
ever know it. But when the ball goes up, Mike yuff goes up.
And you can usually write down two points.
He knows where the ball is and his away-from-the-ball
movementon offense rates with the best-in the country.lie_is
a good shooter from the 10-15 foot range. He was the. only
Racer on the pre-season All-OVC'Beam.
Randall may be jelling into a phenomonal player.
"John Randall could very-well be adraiiing eard-foe-Usi'L
—Merton said.
•
_
"He is a big threat on offense and he does so many things,
you just never know what he's going to do next when- he has
the ball. He has electricity and excites people," Overton added,
If Randill's knees hold up, then look far-l't;ritiiini year
from
the popular young man.
PRIZE FRESHMAN - Robert Kelly (3) should be one of the
Thirdkill may be one of the smoothest-looking players to
top freshman players in the OVC this season. Here, the 6 5
wear a Racer uniform in quite a few years. He doesn't really
Kelly goes inside to score on a three-point play as John Randall
compare with anyone who has played here. Hen fluid,
defends.
smooth and almost floats When he rebounds or shoots the
(Stiff Pttotos by Mike Brandon)
ball. '
The keys for the Racers will be the guards. Bobo Jackson
will be the quickest Racer since Darnell Adell was here. His
And then-there-are-ts,05.r.orton-hasenough guards
only question mark will be the.consistency of his outside
cm uld...Peil.trfte..4_111s....40P110
,0.9rtigN21- Etartogt
-shooting. Warren,--who- many-left -was the,most consistent
probably be the third guard but senior Glenn Jackson, freshRacer last season,should have another banner year..
man Raymond Sims and freshman David Lowry are all
Wilson and Jarrett can simply make or break the Racers.
If they play like they are capable,then the Racers just might
be able to plap With-folks like Kansas and Indiana. •
- Wilson had-only a few games last year where he played
even near his potential. .
.
In the Blue-Gold game this past Monday, Wilson was
awesome, but he still wasn't quite to MS potential7 If he were
to hit a peak and crack the starting lineup, he would be the
next David Thompson. It's all up to him.
Jarrett will probably stirngainst certain teams. He lias
good moves inside and has gained strength Since last_season.
His success will depend an the amount-of- playingtime he
gets.
Last year,the Racers were r7-10 overall. It-would appear,
make the score 14-0.
for 184 yards.
Joe Milliner scored on a they will be at least that good this time around but with a
With its victory, . Trinity
avenged its only setback of the oneyard run in the seconOs couple of breaks,the Racers could possibly achieve their firseason, - a 10-7 loss -to Bishop .quarter-adOLon a 76-yard jaunt st 20-win season since the 1968-69 season.
in the third to cut Trinity's
David on Oct. 21.
Trinrty 13-1, opened the .lead to 14-13, as Bishop David
scoring with V-.11 le-WIn the missed the-_ -extra- point
firstquarter on a 25-yard run following the second touchdown.
by Greg McGuire.
Quillin scored the insurance
1205 Chestnut Street
Eighty-three seconds later, touchdown with eight seconds
Quillin hit Jim Campbell with left in the third period on a
•
a 53-yard touchdown pass to
Ur-yard run.
• i•

Mayfield Wins AA Championship
By The Associated Press into the state championship County meets Fort Thomas
The Mayfield-Corbin state game against Trinity the Jef- Highlands for the Class
AAA
AA high school football ferson County AAAA cham- championship.
Both games
championship game wasn'I%-plon, Dec. 3 at Fairgrounds will be played at Richmond.
decided until the last 90 Stadium in Louisville.
Corbin, 10-3, had a chance to
seconds. But even that must -- John Quillin ran for one win it, but Mayfield's Craig
have seemed like fi yawner to- --touchdown and passed for-an- Sims "and George Taylor
the folks at the Henderson other to help Trinity capture stopped Roy Taylor short of
County-Greenup County state the Jefferson County cham- the goal line on a two point
AAAA championship.
pionship with a 21-13 victory conversion with 86 seconds left
In that game, played at over Bishop David.
in the game. The conversion
Henderson, Jim Dunaway,
Earlier in the day at Rich- attempt followed a 15.yard
who scored the go ahead mond, Jeff Jackson's 78-yard touchdown pass from
Brad
touchdown on a 65-yard run in touchdown run carried May-...Freeman to Dan Chase.
the third quarter, blocked a field to a 14-13 victory over
Each team had scored
Henderson County field goal Corbin, which defeated May- earlier on blocked punts.
attempt as the final gun went field for the championship last
Mayfield finished 12-1.
off to preserve Greenup year.
Dunaway's heroics offset
County's 41-12 victory.
In action today, Frankfort two touchdown passes by
Thus, Greenup County, the plays Bellevue for the Class A Henderson County's Greg
state AAAA champion, moves championship and Shelby Blemker, including a 40-yard
-•

toss to his brother Doug in the
second quarter to put the
home team ahead 12-7.
Greg -Blernkers first touchdown pass, also in the second
quarter, went to Jeff Bowling
and covered 14 yards.
Henderson County, 12-2,
tried to run for two-point
conversions after both touchdowns and failed each time.
Steet Adkins Opened the
scoring for Greenup County,
12-2, on a seven yard rim in the
first quarter.
Dunaway finished the game
with 154 yards rushing in 15
carries, while Henderson
County's Barry Skaggs, who
came into the game with 33
touchdowns, carried 33 times

hotline
to bigger
sales
results
CLASS!FlED
SECTION

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and

,

Sundry Needs

Friday's Sports
Activity Briefly

This newest development
came after the return to 'the
race -track ef--Dr. Mark
Gerard, the veterinarian
accused in a horse switch
scandal.
The papers, to be served
Saturday on the NYRA and its
acting president, James
Hefferman, seeks $25,000 in
compen§atory damages and
$100,000 punitive damages.
TENNIS
MELBOURNE, Australia Australian tennis star Evonne
Goolagong overcame fellow
countrywoman Dianne
GOLF
Froxnholtz 3-6 6-1 6-3 in the
- TOKYO
Spain's"
quarter-finals
-of a V75,000
Severiano Ballesteros shot a
women's tennis tournament.
two-underpar 470 and grabbed
It was the first time the Ausa onestroke lead,in the second
tralian star has been seriously
round of a ;250,000 golf
tested since her return to
tournament.
international competition
The 20-year-old Ballesteros
after the birth of her daughter.
had four birdies and two boTOKYO - Romania's lie
geys on the 6,986-yard, par-72
Nastase
defeated
Cliff
Phoenix Country Club course
Drysdale of South Africa 6-4,
and shot a 36-hole 138, six-un6-4 in the semifinals of the
der-par.
;125,000 Gunze World Tennis
MELBOURNE, Australia tournament.
American John Bender fired a
Nastase will play the winner
one-under-par 71 for a 138 and
Saturday's semifinal betof
a share of second place, a
Australians John
ween
stroke behind Australian Bob
Newcombe and Ken Rosewall.
Shearer, after two rounds of
OVIEDO,
Spain
the $165,000 Champion ofAmericans Peter Fleming and
Champions Golf Tournament.
Eddie Dibbs won quarter-final
BOXING
matches in the $100,000 Grand
NEW YORK - A scheduled
Prix
Tennis Touranment
10-round fight between light
Friday.
heavyweight contenders Mike
Jan
. Kodes
of
Rossman of Turnersville, N.J.
Czechoslovakia and Raul
and Alvaro Lopez of -Stockton,.
Ramirez of Mexico also
Calif., was canceled because
moved into the semifinals of
of an injury to Ftossman.
the tourney.
BUENOS AIRES - GiniHORSE RINGER t
NEW YORK - Attorneys .ermo Vilas of Argentina and
for trainer Jack Morgan lairne Fillol of Chile each
tgpuglat_suit .agftttist the New . scored singles victories to-ad.
to .
Saturday's
York Racing Association vatice
Friday, seeking $125,000 in sernifinaLs- in the Argentine,
Open - tennis championship.
damages
By The Associated _Prei
SOCCER
TEHRAN, Iran - Forward
Gafour Jehani scored in the
44th minute of play to give
Iran a 1-0 victory over
Australia that gave the
Iranians their first-ever a
berth in the World Cup soccer
finals.
The victory gave Iran a total
of 12 points to top the Asian
Zone qualifying round and
thus assured its berth in the
World Cup matches at Buenos
Aires next June.

Open 12:00 Noon T116 P.M.
;.1414=4
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The Captain's
Value Pack

You get 12 pieces of fish,
8Southern style
hush puppies,a pint of
creamy cole slaw,and
plenty of golden
brown french fries.
All
99
$5.99
VAN e
for
only

Captain D's
Good f

Sun.
12th• L Olive
753-9383
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Otitdow

By John Wilson
although he has a total of 190 pintails, blue-winged teal,
cinnamon teal, green-winged
Kentucky's duck hunters points.
should be getting used to the
The purpose of the point teal, gadwall, shovelers,
intricacies of the point system system 4s; -of cdurse, to en- scaup and all mergansers
by now, after three years of courage selective shooting. except the hooded merganser.
using it to determine duck The hunter who gets up at 3:30
Drake mallards and all
. .
limits.
in the morning, drives 50 miles other species of ddcks not
But if you're still a Attie- or so to the marsh, spends a mentioned above are worth 25 '
hazY Oft the *Ant system,-he shittif hour getting 'his tieCoys Points ear-h- CDOWIMP Point
is how it works: each species set out and another 30 minutes value of -zero, but there is a
of duck is assigned a point waiting -in the cold for legal daily linlit--01.--411 --and'"1
value between 10 and 100. The shooting time isn't going to he possession limit of 30 on coots,
,
hunter then adds the point . too anxious to take a 100ko1nt
Kentucky's duck season will
value of each -chi-Mr lie takes to' bird, then have to --pTit open Nov. 19 and run through:
the previous total for that 'everything in' and go home. Nov. 27, with the second phase day's hunting: Whet% histeount,
—.-The- point system favors . of the season,.opening Dec. 10
reaches or goes over 100, he those hunters who are adept at and continuing through Jan.
must stop shooting for thetlaY.' identifying Waterfowl on 'the __14, 1978:Goose hunters may
Nov. 12 through
The possession limit (after wing. The hunter who can tell .framntom
fr
. 20
two or more days of hunting ) how many points that bird.
is the maximum number of flying overhead is worth will -- The limits on geeseare five
ducks which could have been usually get. in more shooting . daily, with only two Canada
taken legally .in two days, ,. than the hunter who identifies geese or two white-fronted
A hunter could, for example, his ducks after he has geese or one of each. The
take 10 pintails (a 10-point riptrieved them.
possession limit is also five,
bird)for his 100 points. But if
- If you still have the pointwith. any combination that
his first.duck is a catulsback -values : from last .4„ear . does not in-elude more than
(worth 100 points), he's memorized, you're in hick
--tbur Canada and white-fronted.
through for the day._ But they. will be the same this__ geese _i_p_the aggregate,. of_
s.---.,
•' '_
because of the built in "safety season. But just in case you've . which not more than two may
factor" of the point system, forgotten, canvasbacks are be white-fronted..
•
Remember that shooting
I'vturray,-recentty returned from a one month visit -the hunter who has taken_nine worth inn points,_each, 1,vhde
pinetails for 90 points) can hen mallards, black ducks, . hours for witerroiiTiiiiiiorn
with his son. Burnette and daughter-in-law. Bessie, who live in upper Michigan. When
one-half hour before sunrise
still shoot one more duck of wood
hooded
ducks
not playing grandfather to Kim and Keith, 0. B. was out salmon fishing for Coho or out
until sunset (prevailing tune).
any point value. If, for mergansers and redheads are
coonhunting. Michingan regulations permit unlimited bagging of racoons. Shown
Waterfowl hunters may not
example, he takes a can- all 70 point birds.
above are 31 coonskins, some of which 0. B. reported were taken from 30-pound
vasback, he will still be legal,. • The 10 point- ducks are
USe atiyibot larger than No. 2,
coons.0. B. hunted with some friends, Doug and Grant and Marvin Thompson.'
and all bunters 16 years old
Photo by Butch Grees
and over must have a federal
duck stamp in addition to -the
appropriate Kentucky
License.
Finally, although it's too
The Division of Fisheries Eastern Kentucky University late to make reservations for
EKU ) and a master's degree hunting at the Ballard County
has two new biologists on the
payroll.-Kerry Prather, a 27- in fisheries .biology from Wildlife Management Area,
-Murray. State University. On,. those hunters wanting inbeen tabbed as the -oeto-wr 1, 27-year-old Lewis formation -about commercial
biologist for the newly created E. Korrirnan began working hunting places in the Ballard
- • Eastern Fisheries District. with the Environmental County area can get in touch
' • • -.--Prather, on the job since --Section._Koniman, a native of with MartInFkiu-noy, R. R. 1,
One of the places that
a four wheel drive truck, built percent interest would add September .1, is based in Sterling, Illinois, has a La Center, KY. 42056. And for
fourwheelers often meet is in
by Jeep, bug V8 engine, _ another two hundred, and 'Prestonburg and has worked bachelor's degree in wildlife' a copy of this yEttr's waterfowl
the boondocks. Another is at
automatic tranny, power seventy dollars to our four- as -a. suininee aide- With the. `Management from Tennessee hunting gulete, write the Dept.
the gasoline pump. Almost
steering and brakes, air - wheel drive added cost. department for seven years. Tech. He's currently finishing of Fish and Wildlife, FrankHe holds a bachelor's degree work on his master's degree at fort, kY. 40601.
inevitably, when fourwheelers - ..c.enditioned. Gas mileage wise Right?
meet they talk to one another.
its pretty typical of most, big
We included license, taxes, in wildlife management from EKU.
four wheel drives. Range is insurance, service, and other
And this talk can be on any
number of various 'subjects. eight to thirteen. Average is items in our discussion.
The question that...came to Inst about ten Mlles per Conclugion: Cost of fourwheel
focus the other morning_ --gallon. That's fact. We're not— drive to us would be just abo_
concerned the "Red Mule's" bragging nor are we really one thousand dollars more per
weekly or sooner feeding of r.ctimplaining. Just being truth-. year for fifteen thousand
pushwater ;. this particular fin.
miles. driving.
occasion being noteworthy in
Fifteen thousand-11111es of —Theentire''''ctucial
that thirty plus gallons of the travel yearly would -require - lteadhulling climax of the
juice
was
required fifteen hundred gallons of matter is that the economy
necessitating the extraction of gasoline. That's compared
_ car will not do.everything that
a twenty dollar bill. He looked._ say-five hundred for a. the fourwheel drive will. Is the
at me and I looked at him.
Volkswagon. Differenee difference worth thp one
-Is it worth it?" is the stacks lip to be six hundred thousand dollars? That's not
question we both asked: &Bars or better at the gas dircrenfeed you know,iVeiiff
almost simultaneously. _
pimp annually. Significant. .this day and _age of inflated
Both of us owned four " How many of those miles living 'and rising salaries.'
wheelers and had for some aCtually require four wheel That buys a - nice color
-tirne-.--We each have jobs that - —drive_ -capability?. In___tha___television. Or rnaybemakes a
require a drive of thirty miles normal
situation
ap- pretty tidy sum for the two
or more daily. And strangely proximately ten percent. In week vacation.
enough, each of us fit the extreme cases, maybe twenty
What was the answer we
category of just who is the percent. For the real benefit of arrived at? You want to know,
average fourwheeielie The fifteen hundred or slightly. something?.'By_ the-time the
answer; a married man with more miles we are charging Red Mule had clawed its way
children who is thirty years ourselves six hundred dollars. down „. fOur thousand seven
How about upkeep? Isn't the hundred and ninety feet of
old or better. No need to hide
Bill Hillman (left)and foe Pat- S.to-ne (right),netted-these-two-fine bucks on a weekend
it. Not when the esteemed four wheel drive much more soybean field oozing mud after
camping
and hunting trip to Big Sandy, Tennessee. foe Pat's 4 *pointer weighed 118
Leder & Times runs that expensive. We ran this around a three-inch rain, carrying
pounds,
field
dressed, and Bill's 4 pointer weighed 102 pounds, field dressed. Actattletale thirty years ago quite a bit. If all the miles parts and tools to fix a mired
companing them on their trip were their wives, Mary and Lavelle.
deal. About the fourth bir- were done on the highway the down malfunctioning combine
„thday party. Thanks folks.
-upkeep would be somewhat I just simply forgot what the
Back to the subject. We more for the fourwheel drive, question was!
pretty well hashed it out over On the other hand if we tried to
One of the all time favorite
a cup of coffee and as four- take the economy car where sayings remembered by
wheejers do, we were pretty the fourwheel drive went, it mankind is that you get just
much honest with one another. most certainly Would reverse about what you are willing to We admitted that four wheel itself. Call it even.
- pay for.
drives were somewhat greedy — How about investment in the
What? A fourwheel drive
Have you ever heard of killed more hunters and board. Should you fall overin the gasoline consumption thing and the subsequent pickup that gets thirty miles hypothermia? If you are a fall
fishermen than any other board, your first concern is to
aspect. To be quite frank there interest that accompany's' it? per gallon and costs less than fisherman or hunter, you
get out of the water; each
single came.
are several economy cars on New economy car • -we- three thousand dollars? Send would do well to get the facts:
wasted
means
Did you know that your body _ second
the road today that will go estimated at five thousand me some. HAPPY FOUR- hypothermia the loss of body loses heat
30 times faster in . Valuable heat loss. If you are
three times as far on a twenty dollars. New fourwheel drive WHEELING.
heat in cold water) can kill. In water than in air? It's true. unable to get out of the water,
dollar bill as-the Red Mule. Rs truck at eight thousand. Nine
fact, it is thought to have And any sort of movement confine all movement to a
increases _heat loss. Those minimum, and protect your
areas of highest heat loss are body's areas of greatest _hot
the groin, the armpits, and the loss by utilizing the HELP,:
(Heat Escape-Lessening
neck and head.
Should you fall overboard Posture). To-accOrnplish
from your boat, "think twice curl into the fetal position,
about removing any beam)* with arms and legs slightly
clothing. Air trapped between crossed. This will also prevent
layers can help keep you loss of body heat.
Be careful when you are in a
afloat, and the clothing acts as
an insulator and reduces heat boat; avoid standing „up, or
suddenly shifting your weight,
loss.
The best medicine, of and keep any equipment
course, is prevention. Wear aboard evenly distributed to
your PFD ( Personal Flotation prevent capsizing.
Again, and most imDevice) any time you are in
Hwy.641 South
753-9131
the boat; it is much easier and portantly, wear your PFD. It
a lot safer than trying to put it can't save your life if you don't
on after
you've none over- wear it.

Low is tlegiAted

the

Jost jttIl'r

rs env, the out ot doors

ENdogitis Hired

Four Wheeling
Brookt

Opening day of deer season produced the above 11point buck from the Pottertown area for Gene Thurman
Gene bagged his deer at 100 yards with a Remington 700,
Photo Courtesy M&M Sporting Goods
243 cat.

The city of Satellite Beach,
h tondo, has been plagued by
rat problems and decided to
use natural means to
eliminate them. Having
acquired two red-tailed hawks
and a barn owl, the city turned
them loose to feed on rats. City
Manager Richard Shinn indicated that the raptors (birds
of prey ) are doing an effective
job. Several kills have been
confirmed with many reports

from reliable citizens saying
they had seen the birds at
work. The owl hunts at night
while the two hawks hunt
hours.
daylight
during
However, Shinn said the rat
problem is so bat the city
needs the aid of more birds
and will be receiving "a dozen
or so" more hawks and owls
from the Florida Wildlife
Service.

7-5(6-awom:424istrio,_has

641 Super Shell

We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches

Your U-Haul Headquarters

1111111 llllllllllll I llllllllll MI.

"mholllllll tin lllllllllitutitiu lllll lllllllituninS

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Spotting Goods Dept.
Fishiiig, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting 8-Fishing licenses.
-

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

- -.
Located W. Railroaa Avehire

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486

8 a. m:'- 10:00 p. m.
Phone 753:8322

-I
5

- -•"we Appreciate Your Bus-mess"
".
mormareuiralliiiii0111111111111WISIMMUUlin
uuswoulnemossi
-
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Marshall County Conservation
Officer Appointed Supervisor
ht First Wildlife District

•

Regukiions Ots
Commercial
Revisal'

-

se

ot
2,
Id
al
he
;y

Frankfort, Ky., November COs in Kentucky's 14
Following final approval"by
72—David Loveless, Marshall westernmost counties as they
the Legislative Subcommittee
County's conservation officer enforce the state's fish and
Administrative.
n
CO) since December, 1971, game laws and regulations
Regulations, cgin mercial:
has been anmed regional and assist the sportsmen of
- fishermen can now use onesupervisor in - the First the-area.
Wildlife District-by Corn- -liKre'ess is- a 34-yearal - Fishing conditions are still capsizing is shock. The initial capsized boat and keep all of inch hoop nets on the Ohio,:
missioner Arnol&L. Mitchell graduate of Livingston good on filarkley and Ky. shock could place severe your wet clothing on. Some Mississippi, lower Cum-:of the Kentucky Deparlaneet Cen_tre tbgh school:psi has Lakes as the water cools to 56 strain on the body resulting in materials are better_ than. _berland and lower Temessee: _
of Fish_ -21ia--- Wfldiifieresided in Benton -slice degrees on the surface down to cardiac arrest. If you survive.others for insulation withivool rivers. Previously,nets heil to: .
December, 1972. He became 10 feet.
•
Resources.'
the initial shock, rapid body perhaps the best. Select and be three-inch mesh. The,
Loveless beciatitie--regional Marshall Co. CO a yftlih Bass 'are holding
the cold water watAirWetliitintei -ribthing fetid/Use WAS --141,PPOV•acto
adjustinent
-:the
December 1, when earlier.
and life veaii-while hunting earlier by the Fish andtreetops and stumps more now is next.
' supervisor
_Wildlife Resources Com"We feel the department is so a crank bait or spinner
current supervisor Steve
Cold water drains heat away and fishing_
. mission.
Happy Fishing.
Yontz assumes the duties of very fortunate to be_s able to should- produce. You may from the body 20 times faster
the department's assistant move a man of Yentz's have to make several casts than air. Within minutes a
director of law enforceeniekt. qualifications to tbe main before he hits so work all person's skin temperature will
Yontz had held the position office as an assistant director structure thoroughly. The be within three degrees of the
since April of this year when and have a man in the field crappie have moved into the water temperature.
Paul Winstead of Benton died. like David to replace him," shallow drop offs and 'meek
Once the skin temperature
Prior to that, Yontz was remarked Mitchell in an- channels that feed bag the' has stabilized the inner
Christian " Co. CO for four nouncing the appointment.
C
winter migration routes. By temperature starts to drop
Loveless and his. wife. shallow I mean the-.11* 19foot and when it drops between 86
_
years.
As regional supervisor, Shirley, have -two- sons, depths that has-a good arnount and .90 degrees F.,
""••'1.
becomes responsible Darren, 9, and Damian 2
Loveless
consciousness can oc cur:of structure.
_Steve.Ynntz4he3.11-year-old regional supervisor for the
We have written many _Heart failure may occur
first Wildlife District, has been promoted to assistant-- for overseeing the work of 16
-times - about Sauger fishing 'anytime between the 86-and
director of law enTorcement with _the Kentucky Depart-. .
-•
diakee mark. Death is almost
• duriel the -ha
-14-- --certain once the inner
•
the
when
was
months
trolling
native served as Christian Co. conservatliA officer from
falls beneath 75
temperature
best
them.
method
catch
to
December, 1173, until last April, when he was named
degrees F.
Now
the
water
is
much
colder
regional supervisor for the 14 westernmost counties in
To protect itself and other
and the sauger tend to school
the state.
-V•
in larger groups then before. vital organs, the brain shuts
Photo by Kentucky Department of iishlard OdTrfe Resources
They are very active until the dOwn-blood flow to the arms
water drops to the 40 degree and legs which results in loss
mark below Kentucky and of control of arm and leg
•
Barkley dams so you should Musdea.
As the blood flow is reduced
use a heavy lead head jug with
a minnow attached along the you will lose control of these
rocky bars in the edge of the muscles and the only way to
current. This offers some of regain control is by rewarthe finest fishing excitement ming the blood. This is done by
- swimming if you have a safe
Can find. Manytineo you
_
- can find a school of crapple,• HI* Vest -on. En -though a
Frankfort, Ky., November Division of Conservation
whiie. bass or even hand a person cools faster while
22-Commissioner Xmold L. Education hired him as aspoonbill catfish while fishing swimming, data provided by
conserv ationMitchell has named 'First yri4dlife
for Sauger and in cold weather research teamssuggest that a__
-25 of a
Region Supervisor'Steve -education supervisor in the you need all the blood war- person ecitdd
Fourteen-year-oldRoger-A4Rby is mighty proud of this
Yontsassistantdirector of the Hazard -ama. -In December,
mile with a life vest on, before titick - he tagged In -the Ittkedf River licatorris diningming you can get.Division of-Low-Enforeemetit - 1972, Yontz was appointed
Another bit of news.I -would succurnbUrg to hypothermia. openigi weekend
The deer dressed out
in the Kentucky Department Christian Co. CO.
.like to pasi on to you of great If it is too far to swim get out 195 pounds and carried a rather large 8-point rack.
and
academic
his
"Given
Wildlife
of Fish 'and
importance to_sil,otigi. It is - of_the_water onto debris or the
ip-h01.;--CO-----e-sv"RAM aifrnjar-on-the-job experience, we feel__
-Resources.
taken from the Nov.-Dec.
Yontz, 30, has served as Steve is the best choice among
issue of -_Itaes.. Master',
regional supervisor since .those individuals applying for
magazine.
April of this year, folkiwing the assistant-director's job,"
The article reports ge the
--deith ofPaul Winstead of remarked Miteheil-th-awr- •
cold- -Weidner
-Bentmr.- - The -- Whitesburg nounchig theseleetion-.-'HypotherMia: -Experts'
As assistant director of law
native spent over three years
asjimmy as 95 perRick Noessettky
— .• estimate
prior-to-that enforcing-fish and enforownent,-Yontswill.asaist
célit orcfroirinuigii Web occur
W.
R.
Director
division
_aniLegulations
•'
game _kers
aLWitter_50
Cr.19Wex Sanand -assisting_ sportamen as Garrison. in _ _oyerseetng
directlY attributed :_tn_ After havin,g_arafraa rayealf_..ibeitasthenold weathe,r moves -fluent know see a lot-of _
Christian-To:-ethiterV ation Kentucky's 124 COs and nine • Marshall Co. Conservation Officer David Loveless of
hypothermia. 11113 estimate on Thanksgiving turkey, and in; the deer will begin to yard deer, other. wildlife, and
officer (CO). While currently regional supervisors. He'll
should cause all winter _Settled downiti.teetcb_ Uncle for the whiter. This
enjoy _ the
superregional
thoroughly
of
post
es:9moted
to.tjae
been
has
Beaton
fliabernien-*-land- waterra-WU -Bfigg-s: 1-1Yegak 10 con- means that • they will -be irmajoility of tiWWOoda.Liwill
a- resident -of Benton,* Yontz Zs-O./mak. hiput-litzi-lair en'First' wirdtwe- DiStrict.
KefitoekY*4
WeStem
for
-visorand
making
policy
his
forcement
lived in Fairview during
hunters to pause and then template this week's column. traveling together in small only he a matter_ of _time
of Fish
help provide support to field Loveless, 32, has been the Kentucky Department
"stint as Christian Co. CO.
make
- all the-herds. Also- they sure-therare equiPPed- -AM-I • thought'
—IRA- before I have goial-litelt;'and
Marshall
in
officer
Resources' conservation
The new Assistialt director . pummel from the main of- and Wildlife
properly_to survive a dunking, previous articles-- have necessarily be-using-the same before7you toa,---eollect that
T97T.
December,
*ince
hilds a BA from Berea College fice.
in cold water if it should occur. written. Seems like I have places they used during the buck ordoe; if we'll just stay
.and.has.cornpleted 60 hours)/.jaking .over.lr, Yontz Aa
rs
Witrititeltesourr
and
Fish
Depirttnentik
BitPpthermtasimPlY-inuans --teen --mostly • complaining-- first- seasonrNery -some - pre- -with it'end'continue-toPhoto by tentucicy
graduate work in law en- ...first region supervisor will be
son scouting may again be- -thankful-for-the ineby--timee--a mwrIttit'n where the trtmg about all the bad Wet andforcement at the University of M-year-old David Loveless,
body temperature is dropping -inune I have had. Really, necessary. Remember also we've had,
d.
_
_an
.00-strikesc . that-tb-0 may probably be • I'm cutting k short 'kittyen't nao such ba
counselor at the department's since December, 1971. Both
Mr and hunters 17y-one of two Maybe haven't had much more wary, as the gun season week, as I sure this page wiff
Camp Earl Wallace, on Lake appointments become efapproaches-exposure t,o cold good luck, but at this time of could have left them a bit be full of happy gun hunters
Cumberland, each summer fective December 1. Yontz, his
year we should-reconsider just skittish.
. and their trophies. Throphies
between--1964 and 1967. He _wife, Judy, and two soils,
We really.are. After.. I_ have been rather- buse_ ilideed, especially these big
kicky
.
merakm
°Did
white
water-Jim*
resin:nee his :Mirk::with Davitikand Kevin, 3, will be
the aid result---clean be watching die Telethon for myself pursuing the wild ucks that .have come out of
Kentucky youngsters in June, relocating in Frankfort soon.
the same, cold-water iin- handicapped children, we duck, (not buck): Duck Calloway County. Seems the
1972, when the deP-artment'S
110W "ftSft -Nutting is a-good-sport for-ther'--•-tiftirity -season-has been-mud,- - -filerSian -denlanda'
reaction time to escape.
tunate we are; to be walking bowhunter. It keeps him from more fruitful this year. and it
'The first threat facCeby ti-L
blessed Vfh, losing his mind between is my speculation that it may
EDGEFIELD, SC-The full of interesting tuekey talk person falling overboard or -- normally, and
good health', as we Arend seasons, and gives him be due in part to more hunter
Turkey and photos, and offers the best
Wild
.National
through the woods. Lucky something to take his concern, better attitudes, and
Federation has announced a articles and infcrmatin
even to have _the priviledge of frustration's out on. The duck the good efforts of our new _
special holiday offer for available concerning wild_
being able to pursue the blindis a good place to sit and conservation officer, Jerry
restoration,
Thanksgiving: six issues of turkey hunting,
deer, without unfair- discuss how you-Wisiryou were Alexander. Maybe if this trend
89.ff
says
iiiit;''
-i
TORKEy CALL magazine at and miinager
At this time of deer hunting. This morning continues, we'll all enjoy
restrictions.
conthat
"We-feel
Rodgers.
$6.00
an introductory price of
Thanksgiving; yes, we _should while sitting in the blind, 1 much better county-wide
according to Tom Rodgers, earned sportsinen.everywhere
all be thankful.
watched three deer swim to seasons in the future.
will want to bring the colorful
executive vice president.
Bow
Club
Bass
season
will
Murray
resumes
on
the
islands on Kentucky lake.
There will be the next ,
The
For the past four years the and exciting world of the wild
35,000- turkey into their homes sfx hold the 7th annual Ladies Dec. 10, and runs through Dec. Sometimes duck hunting can Monthly meeting of the Jenny
Federation-a
awards Banquet 31. Personally,. I am looking be as frustrating as deer Ridge Bowhunters Society, on
member, nonprofit times in 1978 for only $6.00_ • night and
at forward to the second half as hunting.
Thursday, Dec. 1, at 7:00 p.m.
organization-has published Regular Federation mem- December 10th, 6:30 p.m.
at
will
be
last
to
.
refuse
I
worry
weather
Anyway,
at
the
Inn.
the club house. It is election
Holiday
the
TURKEY. _CALL for wild. _liPrehip ia..210.01).a year and
are edoI. Old -..-Itresent - more abut:Am ille- unfortunate - night. andititertsted-persoutt: --turkey enthusiasts- nation"-includerra-pateirand- decal." , All members and wives
favorable conditions. Some of bunts I have had. It wasn't bid are invited to attend.
_
Donations to the NWTF are invited.
wide.
•
the bucks may still be in rut, luck; I am one of the,luckiest
"TURKEY CALL is packed fully tax-deductible.

First Wildlife District &penis°,
Named Assistant Director
of law Enforcement
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This 8-point Tennessee buck was brought in recently by
Alrick Fitshugh, Rt. 5, Murray. The buck, whicbdressed out
to 190 pounds, was taken by Citshugh near Dover, in
Stewart Co:, Tennessee:
Photo Courtesy M&M Sporting Goods
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Outdoor Sportsman

Bear'
Murray's
•
•
•
Service
Archery
Bear
Qualified
•
•
Si
(Won
•
7511571
Meer
•
•
•
...

753-5693

Murray Bait Co.

Quality & Quantity Guarantaa
—

Uncle .-Jeff's

Carroll Tire-Service
4t#
-f.eA-1.
c.
Us.For

14

_

4:10i
-10

—Sporting Goods Dept.

All merchandise sold at discount prices-

_ Uniroyal, Gumbo and Michelin Tfres •

• ir"""re5"

C

1105 Pogue

-•=-411.•

753-1:489

J
1r
•

Fishing Tackle
Gimping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns g Ammo

• --pr.- MI. 641

South Phone 753-9491

Cain's AMC j* eepl
BUCKS BODY SHOP

4
Home of the longggg dozen

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The,Lakes Area

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ninon...

i Coldwater Rd
753-6448

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
900 Sycamore

,15375V12

Specializing in servicing tires a 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest"' Seliction of 4-Wheelirifticeirlr:-.
734779
° in The Jackson Purchase
408N 4th
damosimamaismaora,
•.4.

•
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Heroic Busboy Still Can Not
Shake Beverly Hills Nightmare

CCLASSIFIED AI,
2. Notice

2 Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any ..size into any size.'
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

W/LL--BR-BUYING -he
•
Monday throulk..,
the
in
It was the worst fire
Wrong Baby
doctor.
Saturday anytime after
Ccicoinut Grode
'S'since the
"SYmbols often come up-14
.ft noon for? months.641
-Within bouts after Wng a
blaze in- -Boston, which
that reinind me of the fire. claimed 491 lives on Nov. 48, new baby home from the hospital) South on Tom Taylor
a
once / cauent a mama
Eileen decided it wasn't hers. ), Road. Watch for sign,
"' 19,V..
mousetrap.• That triggered Owners of the nightclub al- Sure enough, the hospital ex.
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
mistake and exsome bad memories. Another ready face.damage suits total- knowledged ababy
for the right
changed the
time, I was driving home in ing mare then_ $1.5 billion. An one.
THE__WORD Paradise
the dark anet-thought I-saw a investigation by -the -Con1-7appears in the King
FACTORY
BELTONE
body by the road.
monwealth of Kentucky conversion of the
,James
Wallis battertes.
Iresh.
ItlAiave_ a lot of morbid telitts the Cabaret-- Reern;
_
Rifly--Bibte-ur
Icy:
. Drug Store, Murrap;"
tholights,1ht
tryingto for- where Davidson-was ap,
places-onir---Lake 23-43, 'T.a11-153=172.
-get them," said Bailey, a 5mg,wa&DYetCrO!!dI by
Tr-Corinttdans- 12-4, and •-•
foot-8 native of
800 persons.
Revelations 2-7.
GET YOUR -Christmas
When the fire broke out, Shortly after the fire, Bailey
Paradise - Greek cards today - only a few
_Bailey interrupted_ a comedy _
"revolutionary"
said he had a
Paradeisos, Par-a41left. Also have a gun
team act by jumping on Stage
fire safety device that would
sos, a'Park, i.e. (spec.)
rack, holds 3 guns with
and pointing out exits. Within
The
future.
save lives in the
an Eden. Hebrew • ammunition
large
minutes.-deadly smoke filled pubirc scoffed.
Pardee, Par-daces, of .
drawer. See Gerald
the crowded party room
or
nut
a
was
I
course
In
Eileen filed a
due
"They thought
Park: forest, •
Waldrop, or phone 753where more than 1,300 persons something," he said, in a hurt damage suit for the "mental an- for. or. a
Jesus was
orchard.
1712 after 4 p.m.
hear
waited to
singer John tone.
guish" she had undergone. But in
court the hospital denied liability: crucified in paradise
Davidson.
But from his first-hand ex"We admit we were negligent. (Got-go-41ml' placed in
WATKINS
•
..„ FOR
Answer'ofriclay'sPuula
perience- in- a major fire, But except for being Upset foria ltell.and -rablhd hi the
Contact
Products.
3C1131:1
6101aillal
idea
his
- Bailey' &convinced
Crossword Puzzler 111143131811 2,
abort time, this woman has slif- right hand of God. Acts
101111_13
Saiith
217
41.49198,
1
0117.
4
1
signs
exit
wants
at
harm
plural
ferect-iso
He
all.
We
merit.
has
see
can't
ACROSS
- 2-51-31. -For-- further riuriii 13711[3f11 ifla
753-3121.
phone
13th,
article
lights
damages."
for
basis
any
I Trade for
equipped with flashing
i/1113110 '31311
information consult
4 Insects
ThecourtraoseecLaad.disraisaed
U19 31E1351 EJAICId
and an alarm that would lead
-. 51.money
5Solar
4118sL
5. Lost And Found
For
13ible._
--your
3
,
1
L1131.11.1:1131 .101t10
Eileen's laim. The Court Bahl
disk_
_ t-The_hearrtnt_ _ _
•
safety.
to
persons
753-0984.
call
atsistance
LiifJtIIl
ENLIJd
STRAYED FROM my
7tille of
minter anguish alune, with no
9 alinpr item
1.13eari...„smoke_ec9ver -ckiscer
A AralialaillI4151
nible-eirrnisequence•-,-tir-nor
place -35 to 40 -lb: white- (4:trrt
---"-T-Akill/95/3//errc
fuii IMULILI 13(11
most exit signs in minutes, but enough basis for a lawsuit.
disturbances 84
•
pig. If seen call 474-2257,
Glowing
AMA
hUh]dlaKlUIEI
13 Near
Most courts take this viewthe flashing lights and sound
toals
L2111181131111JUthJ
INI
James R. Burkeen.
14 Wand
9 Sprint _
would help them locate the point. They fear opening a "PanAltAlulalL115 Lill0122.112
It College
Jumps
10
6112141414
box"
dora's
flimsy
of
claims
that
ELffXit
- degree
exit, even If they had to
LOST - Male greyish
11 Cooks
labbr I
Offal
they had could flood the judicial system.
s4ew ly
crawl," he said.
black shaggy dog. Part
- 7 Pigpen ' -sys4wersm
5,11cjis
Beverly ..This reasoning hes been applied
at
1 9 Dines
-like
something
Kind
Mast
39
tree
of
31
Poodle, part Sheepdog.
middle
in a wide variety of situations. In
20 Supplicate 15 Parent41 Raised
• 3_81)
Hills, everybody would be another case a woman was eating
Average size. Answers
42,Heralohy:
21 Part of foot
of
name
teacher 3 d
today."
alive
23 Arlimal'S
Fred. Reward.
of
carton
a
cheese
from
cottage
grafted
to-name
Spain
Jerez.
group
root
45 Baker's
Since the fire„ Bailey has re- when she bit on a piece of glass.
or 753-1362.
) 33 Covers
436-5300
Call
• -- 24 Possessive 18 labbr
au-rue-1dr
a
od
in
r
p
46.H
duct
Longed for Part of
ceived more than 150 letters, She spit it out at once, suffering
pronoun _ _ 20 Chastises
34
6. Help Wanted
• 25 Showers
cymbals
including commendations neither cuts nor scratches.
9 35 flower
. 27 Scorches
Did
a
have
49 Pronoun
she
claim
Brazilian
valid
WEEKLY
00
rz
Rlant
Henry
Carter,
from President
29 Beam
estuary
51 Note of
againat the cheese maker? Again
24 alls
stuffing
POSSIBLE
the
and
30 Inlet. .
Winkler
scale
Spanish
Fanz)
(The
•
37
2813rood 01-a court said no, because she had
31 Join
a selfSend
envelopes.
they
But
Oklahoma.
State of
sustained no damage except for a
Acurnal- --.
_
addressed --stemped--iboats
•
did little to quell his walled-op few unpleasanumoments.
c_t_t_sau s
-tcreceirty
-envelope-te F setteremotions. t'Vnally,-hts angel& -Bur 'both of these ciseir inrequested to check the
36 Guidos high
volved
mere
Enterprises, Box 127,
negligence-nothing
•
note
°
13
first !. nsertion,of ods for. •
grew into rage.
worse. If the mental anguish is
38 Deposits
• Eureka,' South Dakota
and
fit
correction a
threw
This
I
night
"One
40 Sum up
17
inflicted not through
57437, _
newspaper _will. be
'
•--.--44 Coura9eoee. said Bailey, but on 'purpose, then_negligence
•
cried all riig.th:
the- law
responsible For' only
111A`paken
divorced
his;
-with
lives
who
usually takes a sterner attitude.
44 Note of
one incorrect insertion
Help
scare
mother and three younger
A bill collector sent out a bar.
ANY.ERR.O1SHOULD BE 45 Gift
nasty
of
only
rage
not
letters,
to
brothers.
REPORTED IMMEDIATE47 parent"
Wonted
He has refused to draw out the debtor but' also to his neigh.1.Y SO. PLEASE CHECK
rcollog
Full-iiinv andpart4 Et Vasl _Por det
--1Affi-tAffEirtft/11 ,
-trust fund set,up-for his bors and his_boss.
of-a
50 More vapid
debtor suffered no physical injury,
time,
day and 'night
AND
NOTIFY
PROMUS
education.
52 Sow
a court said he was entitled to
PTLY IN CASE OF AN-----help.- Mast- he-layears _ 53 Verve
c "I'm broke right now, but I damages from the bill coilector.
or old& No "phone
EltioR:
so
DOWN
don't think I need it," he said.. The court observed thiit"while
calls- accepted, must
"I think I'll-need it w5rse in the law might overlook distress
• • -1 K,nd of dog - 44
3Ply_
k
caused
by
should
-it
mistake,
-not
hopefully
I
when
years
four
conjunction'_pa_
management
overlook distress -caused--"rtztr-.DAY CARE will open for
3 Spanish
enter medical khool." trainee.
malice aforethought:job
7
PIR:rune
p.m.
a
woriti
6:30
He
night service,
--APPIY-at •
A public
‘f-eature- is the
r. two nights a week to make American service
_1 a.m. Friday and
Bar Association and
only.
ends meet.
nights
the Kentucky Bar Assoeiatiop.
Call 753-4481.
_ PEANUTS
MUSICIANS WANTED to
,,AE3O(JTMQ5.T.
QQLM
btf•MartitrtitTder;-*WITH MOMEW
OF 5UNDA'(
LONG TIME _
(5ELF
iti,
& MusicMan
.Gibson,
BRUNER, I'LL BE
Guitars di Amps.Save at
, --LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
50711.12ili •
Murray, Ky.
in Paris.
WV*
Do not apply from ilIQOani
,
tcnpn
•

HIQHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.
• A"P)- S months after hfs
quick action saved hundreds
in one of the nation's worst
fires, former busboy Walter
Bailey dreads darkness.
Like other survivors of the
Beverly Falls Supper Club
---holocaust,-Bailey can't shake
the nightmare of the May 28
MA persons.
- "Dark places remind me at
the Cabaret Room ... the
smoke._ the moaning ... when
I was grabbing arms and
pulling people front _a _pile,"
said Bailey.
_
"Living with my family has
helped.If Ilived hY myself.I'd
hear the voices. The sounds
still bother me," said the .19year-old freshman at Northern Kentucky University,

,who is studying to beseme

Check
Your
Ad

--

4FTEZNbo-t;

7ifitRtiAL-tg--GRATML

ADVENTISM'
DEADLINES

1 KNOW -YOU- DON'T
REALJZ.E IT.UT
ATYG•kW JUST SAIP - IS A BAD WORD

All display ads,
• classified displays
,and regular -display,
must jr.slibmitted
i;I
rrnooriNie day
before publication.
Allreader'
classifieds must bal
submitted by 12 noon
the day befOre
publication.

T,
NOT

I

GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum Mre fronglass,
auto
ts,
plexiglass, plate, window'glAss and glass

© 977 UnliedFeeureSyndicaleinc

BEETLE BAILEY
HOW ABOUT
A DOUBLE
TONt6HT, SIR?

I NEVER HAVE
A DOUBLE.
WHY SHOULD
I HAVE ONE
TONI6HT?

YOUR WIFE
CALLED

REALLY?
WHAT PIP
SHE WANT?

WELL,

showcases. M and G
Glass,
Complete
Dixieland Center, 7530180.

FIRST...

HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop, shaves and
haircuts. 209 Waldrop.

- It YouNeed Them:
:SLONDIE
,_
,.._
(
A GOOD MOVIE
THEPE'S
PLA•ii NG AT Ti-IE
APOLLO

Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1611
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance . . . 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency
. 753-5131
Humane Society 753-3994
C om prehensite
Care
:153.6622
Poison Control . 753:7585
Senior Citizens . . 753-0929
153-NEED
learn To Reid . 753-2288

THAT SOUNDS
PRETTY GRIM

/-

THE PHANTOM
WE'RE TOL t7
-WE MAY ENTER
NOw.,ONE GROW'
AT A TIME.

(6cy8) )
:
NOT
47
TALL ,

AFTER YOU,
PRE91DENT
LLJAGA

dal Concern
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDIJNE, 73.6333.

_111E4-Ws

I

/VEXT

7,

.•••••

,G.

WEEKiefRawivy!

1

TEACHER NEEDS baby sitter for one,year old
boy in my home.
References and tran
sportgtion necessary,
Call after 4 p.m: atj537264.
DISHWASHER
NEEDED 8-9:30 p.m., 12-1 and 6-7. Apply Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View, 9 a.m.-5
•
'
NEED SOMEONE to help
drive to Southern
California.4- Leaving
,Monday morning.
-November 28, 1977. Call
753-8631.
ACCOUNTANT'S Secretary.- Typing.- _ and
bookkeeping reqtibed.
Send resume and
handwriting sample to
P.O. Box 270, Murray.
:PART __TIME _COOL
needed. Apply in person
9-5 daily, Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr.
WE NEED five people to
work part time for good
money in this area. Call
492-8152, 4-7 Monday
through Friday.
COOKS, fountain, car
hops. Apply in person
Sonic Drive In, Murray,
'Ky.
9. Situations Wanted
FIFTEEN YEAR old
male wants work,
Saturday and after
school. Call 753-8019.

10 Business Opportunity
BY OWNER, building
. with 7,880 sq. ft., Skating
rink, wrestling match
and musical show;.
Recreation area, concession stand, new
sound system. Small
down payment, assume
loan. Located S.E.
--Missouri. Call 314-649-,
2218 or 649-9990.
hanSTORES-THREE
dling Levi's and accessories.Sellonear all.
Volume sales. Located
In three Southeast
Nippy'(=Om Contact
Byerfinder, Sikeston-,
• MO.
GROW EARTHWORMS
for profit. Free DataWORM WORLD, 1810
Josephine,
South
Denver, Colorado 80210
or call Mr. James.
Collect (903)-778-1026.
LOANS AVAILABLE for
business and farms,

antlraw
solidation. Some 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
/' Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days week.
12 Insurance

CANCER
INSURANCE
PLAN
confiassitsiet,
usspiisl
surgical, X-ray and cobalt,
sew Jeweled indents. NO
AGE LIMIT. Pays Is addition to
MI ether inserance. Per 1w.
1W infennation sae Wayne
Rana :2112 SONO 4111

753-3243.
14 Want To Buy
WE-BUYtrailersCash on the
• -Ptek
- up in one day. Call 1-442'1918.
WANT TO' BUY 14 inch
rims for Dodge Dart
Call 437-4291.
WANT TO BUY - ports
crib, high chair and
walker. Call 753-8393.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-ast4322.
15. Articles For Sale
BABY BED, $10. Baby
walker, $5. Carry-all
seat, $1.00. Call 753-3248.
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for sale. $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
GARAGE DOOR, 7' x 9'
wood tone fiberglass. All
offers considered. Call
4464111.
TWO WARM MORNING
stoves, $25 for both. See
B.B.'- Dill at Dill Electric.
GLASS DOOR pie safe,
refinished;$95. Roll top
desk, oak, excellent
condition. Ideal
Christmas items.
Child's oak rockers,
$7.50 'each. Doll beds,
poster doll beds, plus
many other items.
Htibett Coles Antiques,4
miles South of Murray
on 641.
FOR SALE - Childrens
size 14 jump suit, $4.00.
-Slacks, PAO. -gerasal
dress, $10.00. Childrens
size 12, white leather
like coat, $5.00. Pair
2 dingo
/
ladies size 61
boots, $10. Call 753-8086
after 4 p.m.

15 Articles For Sale
ROWING _EXERCISER,
like new. Call 753-5688.

SAVE 1,18 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
discount prices at
LEACH'S MUSIC 8g TV
In Paris.
'131110= ALARM, battery
operated, by Water Pik,
$29.99. %Yellin Hardware, Parts: Sin- SAW sale. Model
4 HP, $29.99,
/
- 13
4",
1
574,7/
Model 559 ball bearing 2
HP, 854.95. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
COMMODES - BORGWarner Or Artesian,
white, $34.95. Colors,
$42.50. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
EATERS „.7.
WEED
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie
_Model 500 or 507, while
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
EXCORRELLE
PRESSION, 20 piece
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
WOOD TABLE and
chairs, good condition.
Priced reasonable.
Practice piano. 1967
Ford pickup. Call 489=6.
. _
55 GALLON drums $5.00
each with relievable
tightlittinrenctlida---Ky,
Candy Co., Almo, Ky.
SKIL' ROUTER sale, k-g
HP model 548- only__
$35.99. Wallin Hard-ware, Paris.
-w
oecTe-nok stove for sale.
_
Call 753-6083.
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
$15 and ul. Call 753-5857.
16 Home Furnishings
ONE 3 PIECE modern
bedroom suite. Call 7536430.
WHITE

MAYTAG

evoker. antt_dryer,rfar_
sale.
$80.
Early
American end' tables.
Coffee...table. Call 7536198.
-24 -0.R.
Americana series
refrig_eratar-freezer
harvest gold
with
custom ice dispenser in
door. Includes chilled
water and crushed ice.
On sale for only $38 per
month WAC. For information
call 753-0595.
_
_
_
G.E. STOVE, Harvest
Gold, 3 years old. Call
435-4286 after 4 o.m.
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Needleart Center., South
16th Street in 'Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry
yarns in stock, also
Paternayan 3 ply
Persian. Materials for
counted stitch, cross
stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.

SEWING

MACHINE,
fully guaranteed, full
cash, price 39.50. Write
Martha Hopper, Route
5, Benton, Phone 3548619.
2? Musical

ONE TOP QUALITY
natural ranch mink stole
and one natural wild
mink suite stole. Both in
perfect Condition. Will
sell half of their
professional' appraised
value. Elegant for
Christmas. Call 753-2234
noon or evenings.

10 Business Opportunity

STORM DOOR, two
sectioned glass and
screen interchangeable.
36" width. Call 753-1760.

PARTNER WANTED in
small well 'established
electronics, sales and
service business. Must
be personable and well
qualified 03 all aspects
of electronic serviting.
of
resume
Send
and
_quttIlifications
_current finitncial gifts.
to P. 0. Box 1002
Murray, Ky. 42071.

100 PER CENT Casrniere
coat, light beige with
mink collar. Size 16.
Four -pair tough skin
jeans, boys size 14. Only
worn twice, will sell
cheap. Call 759-1088.,
°LINCOLN pipetiner
welder. Generating unit
just rebuilt. 300 ft. of
lead Call 759-1000.

WANTED A RESPONSIBLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color
TV. Call 753-7575.

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
111•••• wiled tad *wood new 111
yews
wrt fir any cowry
0140041
100 Southilth

St
Phone 753,1911

Rerachee,Sliver Ftal.

and Strubs

1
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wutturzEw PIANOS &
orgins. Rental' applies
to purehase at LEACH'S.
• MUSIC & TY in Paris.
AUDION
CONSOLE
organ. Full key board,
40 base chords, 7 song
books. $35. Call 436-5331
menings.

37 Livestock

26. TV Radio

f

Supplies

SAVE - MARAN'TL Stereo
Components Speakers 5 year -Warranty.
Discount on system
prices
at
your
Magnaeor- Dealer in
Paris. LEACH'S MUSIC

197.9Y1.1011011TH_Custonf
Suburban Station
Wagon. Good conditibn
with good set of tires
750.00. Phone 3544217.

LABRADOR
AND
WALKER (treeing) dog
for sale. Call area code
901-232-8692.-

51 Services Offered

50. Campers

49. Used Cars & Trucks

23" CONSOLE rotor T.V. SIX FEEDBat pigs- and
_Solid wood cabinet. small pony for sale. Call
436-2555.
Excellent
condition
guaranteed. "Caft 78338. Pets Supplies
6496.

1970 AMC Hornet, 4 door,
6 cylinder. 750.00. Call
753-4917.

JUST ARRIVED new
shipment of toppers for
pickups. Assortment of
colors.. And__ designs.
$199.95. Whites Camper
Sales, E. -94 Highway,
Murray, Ky. C,811 7530605.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

51 Services Offered
GENERAL BecKnog
work, gravel hauling. _
and top soil. Call Joe Beard, 436-2306.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO Is*
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
ZeveSelistoet
TRAILERS - complete
igez
+vim,
good..-sales and service
dependable car. $I35
CZNICR
-tifilf.11
jàiiii,ent at 1-24 and
1975 HONDA CL 360. Call
Murray
-Manor
resnodellng, framing,
ApartRoute
68,
& TV.
Cadiz, Ky. Call
753-9512 after 4 p.m..
• merit F-7.
*759-1661
aluminum siding and
522
27 Mobile Home Sales
gutters. Call 1-354451
51 Services Offered
or 1-362-4895.
1976 DOUBLE WIDE
-4973 MONTE -CARLO,
_ INSULATION SAVES
•
The Nelson Throat Ce.,
mobile home. Call 753white over white, AM- WILL
HAUL
CUSTOM
MAI1E
3$1. Atha and walls
CUSTOM
UPHOLS9661.
Realtors needs farDRIVEWAY gravel or
FM, 8 track, tilt
MATTRESS for antique
blown. Free estimates.
TERY. Free estimates.
mhand in s.w. area of
beds or campers. Buy
steering, brakes and air, decorative rock or stock
Call 753-3316.
Call 436-2786.
new-set of rubber swivel - pile lime. Call 753-6763
direct from factory and 1974 HILLCREST 12 69 2
county and 3 bedroom
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
bedroom, like new. See
save. See their elegant
bucket seats, red velour
homes in Murray. We
LICENSED ELECat Riviera Courts or call
interior, excellent DO YOU
Bamboo, Wicker and
TRICIAN and gas in- CARPET CLEANING at
have buyers waiting if
need stumps
reasonable rates436before
5,
or
753-3280
condition. Serious
Brass torniture. Wises
stallation
will
do
you have property you
removed frolle-your yard.
. I:rompt and efficient.
5524 after 6.
inqUiries
only.
12200.
West Ky. Mattress and
•
•
plumbing,
heating
and
would hie to sell don't'
or land Cleared of
Custom Carpet Cire,
_Call 7534010.
sewer cleaning. Call753- Furniture 1136 South
tielaye,- Coll today for
Stumps? We can remove
7c
60
TEMER15edrooin
753-1335.
3rd, Paducah, Phone 17203.
the finest real estate II
stumps up to 24"
trailer, fully carpeted,
1974
FORD
no
TORINO
CA
443-7323.
14
YOU 1MAGti•JE Z.IYOWE
DRIVEWAYS and
service in *spy
.'beneath ground. Leaves
• washer and dryer, air
JACKSON PURCHASE
parking areas white
only
CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
SENATOOr 1969
auttcliatiC
sawdust
and
WG A
-chips.
conditioned. On 120x 220
The Nelson'
Insulation of Murray
Nova, 6 cylinder,
rocked
and graded. Free
Call
for
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
free
estimate,
lot. 16 x 20 concrete
announces Its opening
_ Shroat_Co.,
automatic,..low. mileage.
43.Real Estate
estimates. Clifford
S
teve
Shaw,
154753-9490
.95:Choice of color.
or
block storage building.
by saving you money.
One owner, $750. Call
Realtors
Garrison, 753-5429 after
FINE :COUNTRY
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Four miles East of
Call 759-1820.
48e-2595.
INCOME
4 p.m.
PROPERLIVING - Now is your
Welts Jeffs Shopping Cent!!
Murray. Call 753-0838.
TY...12
houses, 2
759-1707
chance to own property
BATH TUBS - Borg
YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOF759-1716
apartmentslocated near 1976 FORD Vv_ILEEL drive
FOR YOUR septic tank
Atli COMPRESSORS
overlooking the lovely
Warner or Artesian, 5' 1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
ING. Commercial and
Ford
truck.
Call
759Our Business Is Helping
MSU.
Owner
will conand backhoe work
Murray Country Club
bedroom, 2 baths,
steel, white, $59.99.
New & Rebuilt Units. Repein
residential. General
1130.
People
sider fuilieftine with 25
of
mem
golf course. Three
Med.& Alaoueptic _lank
central heat and air,
Color, $69.99. Wallin
carpentry. 10 yea-re
per cent down. A chance
502-442-93%
cleaning.
Call John
bedroom brick lwome
underpinning, nice tront
Hardware, Paris.
experience.
Call
759-1524
1971 OPAL 1900, $675. 1969
of a life time.. Call
Lane. Phone 753-8689 or
with fireplace, full
porch. Furnished or
after
5
p.m.
Ford
pickup,
$350.
Call
LAVERNE
436-2586 or 436-5348.
basement which is ideal - now...Loretta Jobs
TAPPAN MICROWAVE
unfurnished. Call 753- CRAZY
759-1801.
wanted an immaculate 3
Realtors 753-1492.
for
workshop
or
oven with time control.
3418 after 5.
ELECTRIC
WIRING
PROFESSIONAL
carpet
bedroom brick, built-in
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
recreation room, atFor only $13.00 per
home and industrial, air
and furniture cleaning.
1975 CHRYSLER Le
kitchen with breakfast
29. Mobile Home Rentals
46. Homes For Sale
exterior. Also dry well
tached garage, and
month WAC. For inconditioning, and
Servicemaster
offers
Baron Imperial, 2 door
area plus dining area,
finishing. 10 years exbreezeway. All this at an
formation call 753-05.95. MOBILE HOME Spaces.
refrigeration,
heating.
steam
or
dry
,foam
hardtop,
all
electric
and
Franklin fireplace in
NEW
2
.. perience.. Call 436-2563,
toe location. Priced in. ALMOST
Call 474-8841.
_
Fox Meadows and
method: Servicemaster
fully equipped. (A
decorated,
we41
den,
bedroom
brick
house
in
Ralph•Werley. -.-114,414UY _BOOKS- --haed- - -mach Estates:- South
the low 30's. Additional_
Ms
been
-didating
the
classte)
E1dellent
,
cariiited, -pricced
brit Grove. Has city
FOR BACKHOE and
arreage may be- -purbarks, paperbacks, new,
16th Street. Call 753conditiop. 40,000 mites.. finest homes for over 30
low 30's. Now we've
water, gas beat, carbulldozing needs. Call
chased
adjoining
used; inspirational,
3855.
years,and are Number 1
$5,000. Interested buyers
found it, we can't find
peted
throughout.
Call
14374533 or after 8 p.m.
country club golf coerae.
religious reference
in -the:- professional
only. all 7594665.
-Laverne. Are you -in- - Phone RI:append Realty,
5274303_
354-8161 or 354-8138.
Bibles, - children's. TWO BEDROOMmobile
clea,ning business today.
terested? Call .753Oaks
Shady
home.
753-1222 for full-time,
Records, tapes, untique
Call
Ser/kerauters 75-11492...Loretta Jobs • competent real•-estate COTTAGE ON TWO rots. 19711 GRAND PRIX *LJ
Al
gifts; metallic etchings, - Trailer Court. Call-1189- loaded.'
mileage.
025910-4111-YRealtors.
good
view
of
Ky.
2533.
Lake.
Wholesale
service.
Norman
Rockwell
Call 489-2408 or 753-9627.
$5,000. Call 753-1449.
Price
figurines and books, 11_43(.11.00D VEST
WET BASEMENT? We
POpia r:Benton
with
litartiie *Gems. sire
1976
DODGE
,
FOUR
make
wet
basements
bedroom, couples.
FOR
SALE
BY
KOPP UD
special order and
wheel
drive
truck.
Has
dry,
work completely - -MAUI/
Mater furnished. Call
SERVICE
OWNER---:3 -bedroom
Year
REAL
- engrave- quickly. The
wide mudders, k- ind mag
guaranteed. Call or
436-5351 evenings.
Company Inc. Air conhouse.
Near
university.
Warranty
wheels. New Poulan
Bookmark, Court
"For Real Service
write Morgan ConPrided in 20's. Call 753d111/13 sales fuuLaerSquare'Murray, 753- MOBILE HOMES and
chain saw,- -used only-t - stratetion-- Cv., -Route 2,
In Real Estate"
- 872A idler 5
,
vice. Modern sheet,
'7222.
Call
436-2332.
once;trrt
Box
753409A
.
711
Main
Paducah,
Ky.
moblle home spaces for
'
-75391125
521-14811
metal
department.
11.C.EQ
42001: Phone day or
rent, at ,Riviera Courts.
/,arry
Wisehart,
GO CARTS,3 HP,$279.95;
BY
NICE
_
CLEAN
1974
OWNER,
night
2
442-7026.
bedroom
Call 753-3280.
$1758 IS THE full price for
BUILDING LOT 'resident. Phone 7534 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
Plymouth Fury III. With
frame in Kirksey. Call
30 Business Rentals
the residential building
Excellent opportunity to
HAVING TROUBLE :290.
$309.95. Wallin Hardpower brakes, steering
489-2492.
lbt on US-641, 5 miles
purchase a choice
getting those small Amienmesenefelemenee1
ware, Paris.
and air. See George
BUILDING FOR RENT.
South
of
Murray.
in
lot
residential
47.
Motorcycles
plumbing
jobs done?
Hodge,
205
South
5th,
or
9,500 sq. ft. Known as
Measures 300 ft. deep
achlend Subdivision on
Then tall 753-6614..
7534669.
SKIL MANY
1974 SUZUKI 1-500. Cafe
drill- - -Jelitviseaa Grocery, and has 85 A.-frontage
reeneland Dr. close to
with spade handle,
type street bike, drag
South 12th St. Call 753on the highway. If inFENCE SALES at Sears
shopping centers,
Model 510 only $39.88.
bars, chambers. 500 1972 TWO DOOR Pontiac
3205 for a 4..intment.
That's what you'll say
terested,
call
Stinson
Only
now. -Call Doug Taylor
schools, churches.,
Bonneville.
Good
conWallin Hardware,Paris.
miles on new engine.
31. Apartments For Rent
Beatty Co., 753-3744.
at
753-2310
for
$5500. Call 753-3263
free
When You See The
dition. Call 753-8697.
900.00. Call 759-1012.
estimates for your
Wilson Ins. & Real
NOW. NEWLY DECORATED
AVAILABLE
50. Campers
needs.
Estate anytime.
48. Automotive SeiS,CE
Urethane foam. All
apartments for girls.
WHITE
CAMPER SALES
sizes, all densities. Cut
60.00 per month. Call
The Phone
SALE - Willard car
authorized dealer for GUTTERING BY Sears,
753-3685.
to your specs. West Ky.
year2
battery,
Numb&
In
Realty,
Spann
Guy
Sears continuous gutters
both-Starcraft and ran.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
guarantee, $22.88; 3
NICE THREE room
"Yew Key Pee*
installed per your
Travel trailers and pop
Avenue. 753-6767.
apartment.
year guarantee, $26.99; . up. Take advantage of
furnished
In Real (state"
specifications.
Call
26 TV Radio
4 year guarantee,
Call 436-2774.
753-7724
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
fall prices on new 78
For All Your
901 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
$29.99; 5 year guaranfor free estimates.
mOdelaiand"be ready for
G.E. 19" color portable
Real Estate Needs
BEDROOM.
Stove
ONE
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
spring. Bank financing
T.V. with custom picand refrigerator fur41 ACRES,allfenced,just
free 5 year guarantee,
ELECTRICAL WIRING Is
available. Located 4
ture. For only $18 per
Call
Wallin Hardmonth.
nished.
PO
a
Located
near
-$39.99.
listed:home or industrial. Call
miles-East-of Murray-on
'Quality That Will Please
mitinth WAC. For in7534174.
Coldwafer, 30 acres
ware, Paris.
Charles Cooksey after 6
612 S
753-5719
Highway 94. Call 753formation call 753-0595.
tendable, more could be
p.m. 436-5896.
0605.
49.
Used Cars & Trucks
all
made tendable. Priced
STEREO CABINET, EASY TO HEAT
bedroom
electric
2
at
$30,000.
Phone
FORD GALAXIE,
1968
French
Provincial
duplex. For 2 or 3
Koppernd Realty, 7537
automatic, power
Fruitwood. $45. Call 753people. $100 per month.
1222 for all your farm
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
6760.
Water furnished. Call
real estate needs.
Good gas mileage.
ZENITH T.V. SALE.
489-2595.
Ashley wood stove
After Routs
Trade nbw and save. All
without jacket. Call 436Rent
For
Rooms
33.
759-1716
color T.V.'s bought
Waldrop Realty
2204.
now
and SLEEPING ROOM for
between
In Business
1966 FORD GALAtIE
Christmas get free 1
boys, utilities furnished.
Since 1956"
500, 2 door, automatic;
LYNN
GROVE
If
you
year service. Sissons
Walking distance for
753-5646
air condition, 350.00.
like lots of elbow room,
Zenith Sales and SerMSU. Call 753-1812.
Pioneer chain saw,
this home is for you.
vice, 18 miles West of
34 Houses For Rent
•
115.00. Cifli-efter ki 489Home has nine rooms Hwy
Murray on Highway94.
1V)R1IR` At2570.
including-4 bedrooms,
tell you
undoubtedly
will
Open 7:30-5:30, 382-2174. A NICE LARGE house,
years
of
living
over
the
last
few
cost
your
of
examination
An
tractive stone and brick
11
/
2 bath and lovely
choice location in the
Sissons, your friendly
3 bedroom home. 13
living
we've
all
/
4 1969 ,CHEVROLET
standard
of
in
order
to
maintain
the
spent
be
wisely
dollar
must
your
that
kitchen-dining room
city for family. Call 753Zenith dealer.
acre wooded lot. Cent.
automobile,
there
your
cutting
operation
of
But
in
corners
In
the
accustomed
to.
become
pickup. V-1) straight
combination. Situated
7575.
-.heat & air. Fireplace. 1
TRF FOLKS at. Sunset
shift. Call 753-7951.
are senora' questions that you should consider:
over
one
acre
with
on
car
garage. Large porch
36 FL,' Rent Of Least
Boulevard urge you to
beutiful
trees
and
1. Who maintains your oil, baffery, power steering, transmission and radiator levels,
and Rejig,. ,14510_00. 1174 CAPRICE, I
hurry
*wrier,'
garden area. Priced in
your tires for pressure and avearrand keeps your windshield ctean?
checks
Wilson
Ins.
&
Real
Pioneer Car Stereo for
excellent. Call 753-6648,
Mini
upper 30's. Phone
Estate. 753-3263
provides free restroom facilities for the traveling comfort of you and your
Who
2.
Christmas to guarantee
Warehouse
Koppernd Realty, 753anykime.
GRAND
to have the Pioneer you
TORINO,
1972
family?
Space
Storage
1222 for more inwant. Pioneers great
air,steering and brakes.
1 Who makes road calls, fixes your fiat tires, changeir your thermostat, and provides
For Rein
formation.
REALTORS
Excellent condition.
demand nationwide this
753-4758
numerous other services when unexpected problems arise?
$1195.,1966 GMC /
1
2 ton
year has already caused'
John C.
4. Who supports local civic activities with contributions and free advertising space?
a shortage on some
short bed pickup. 283 4
We are local independent FULL SERVICE station dealers that not only have provided
models. Some come on
-barrel carburetor, 327
Neubauer
HORSE STABLE for
also
land
over
Sunset
heads, topper. $795. 14'
to
the services mentioned above, but also have a sincere interest in your overall comfort
rent, pasture
Realtor
South 12th at Sycamore
fiberglass boat and
Boulevard Music,
available. Call- Mike
and safetton the highway. This is not our sideline - it's our chosen eccupation.
List Your Property With Us
TELEPHONE 753-1651
753-8850
Dixieland
Center,
Brannack
trailer, 40 h.p. Johnson
When you bypass a FULL SERVICE station to take advantage of a few cents savings on
753-0101
SOS AIM St.
Chestnut St.
trolling motor, depth
between 8 and 5.
4111,
of gasoline at a total self-service facility, you are eliminating ihe automotive
gallon
a
KOPPERUD REALTY • finder, $650. Above
r me=xsticem es:a tis veaessu sesre:a eau see saucers
*usess ectgamsofor has five full-time sales
from your neighborhood streets and national highways. You must ask yourprofessionals
prices firm. Call 436profes:
s
2361.
self if the results are worth the temporary savings. Remember, if the neighborhood FULL
Ris
ealt° Eass
ts
ais
tet
SERVICE station becomes a thing of the past, you will be pumping the gasoline yourself
uaesti
utt'elst; rIe
,
.)
:no
f gyaou,havan
e a
y
1971 CHEVROLET-1E1
4\• OPTIMIST CLUB 443,
and servicing your own car.
Camino, and one used
WE, THE INDEPENDENT FULL SERVICE STATION DEALERS OF KENphase of real estate
Marlin 30-30, lever
ASK ONLY THAT YOU REVIEW THE ALTERNATIVES AND DECIDE
TUCKY
activity, give us a call at
rifle.
Call
492-8322
action
753-1222, or stop by our
WHETHER OR NOT FULL SERVICE STATIONS ARE WORTH KEEPING
or 492-8666.*
convenf6itly located
AROUND.IF YOU FEEL AS WE DO,HELP US STAY IN BUSINESS WITH YOUR
office at 711 Main. We at
1974 GMC PICKUP.
& THROUGH SUPPORT OF LOCAL & NATIONAL LEGISLATION
PATRONAGE
Kopperud Realty want
Dec. 3rd-Dec. 22
Power and air. New
AIMED AT ELIMINATING UNFAIR BUSINESSQRACOCES.
to be YOUR Real Estate
radial tires. $3050, with
tilt
1:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
People.
topper or $2900 without
W
Local
Burger Oueen and Boone Coin
topper Call 7534647.
1
•
laundry_Parking lot. North 12th
i
W
Purdom t Tbrumen
'1976 TRANS AM,white on
And
itc. - We Appreciate Your Support.
white with rest doeskin
Insurance & Reel Estate
interior 1-lop, AM-FM,
soliuntos Court Souore
_iill Proceeds Support Youth Adivities
37104- actual- tooHYIrtr KTC402f1
'tape' PTIOPPPVZP:4-24111
Mvrerte,
Reatteatiry
Portia:A FKderal Trig'
s--‘ .• in Murray & Callowel-County
7594698
after
Call
miles.
753-4451
,...lenmegoionconfgataggamoviorkgamnivallameiblivsawnsIntwowylatEgivonfogeSi
5 p. m.
.. .
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used 'pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.
24 Miscellaneous

43 Real Estate

SIGNS

ree5

NNE-a-row-1u

OUT OF THIS WORLD'
All Marble
Showroom

Murray

Thornton Tile
& Marble

759-1707

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,,
Realtors

AN OPEN LETTER
from

Your Local Independent
Full Service Dealer
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Calvary Temple To
Hold Services

Presbyterians To
Hear Pastor For
Sunday Services

Rev. Farless Will
Dr. Bill Whittaker
Speak Here Sunday To Speak Sunday
The First United Methodist

Every Siiiklaty following the
Church will have worship
10:00 Sunday School Hour,
services at 8:45 and 10:00 a.m.
"Happy Hour" for Junior
"Bad News and Good on Sunday-, November 27, with
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
churchmen is held for ali-hoys News" will be the subject of the associate pastor,the Rev.
pester-of---the First Raptist
ere girls at Calvary Temple__ the sermon - by the Rev. Buz Robert E. Farless, speaking (lurch will be the speaker. at
"
1" Cluirell 4 Rabatin, Paster of the /Int on the subject, "The Time Is the 10:4S a.m. and seven p.m.
First 'Pent4
God, located two miles south Presbyterian Church,16th and Now."
warship services on Sunday,
of Murray on Hwy. 641.
TimHaskett will sing a solo, November 27, at the -church.
Main
Murray,X
on
special invitation fs ex- Sunday,StresA November 27, at 10:45 "Bless This House," at both
"The While Armor of God"
tended to parents to come and a. m.
services. The Chancel Choir, with scripture from Ephesians
.
bring your. children for this
directed by Paul Shanan with 8:13-17 will be the morning
His scripture for the- first
-special worship experience, a
Bea Farrell as organist, will topic, and "Praying For
•
•
Sunday
in
Advent
will
be
spokesman Said.
sing
the anthem, "As Lately Boldness" with scripture from
Juanita Harris directs Jeremiah 33:14-16 and John
Mrs.
theithikicezes_prograin,
1:1-14. The Advent candle will We Watched," at the 10:50 Epbesians 6:18-20. will be the
will111114oi
-$$
Inehided - be- the !THappy
'Hour"hy--DavlinzlanilagChurcb
-Sdtowilfliel
le-d 'Randy Sorroir munsie-.76fas
the
worship
family
Hour" is a wide variety of
prepares to receive the Good between services on Sunday youth, and Bill Adams, Jr.,
-attention-compelling Bible Ne
eacon of-the week,-will assist
es of God's Love, Rev. morning.
stories, puppets, action songs,
The youth groups will meet in the services.
quizzes
and exciting scripture
Wayne Halley,. minister_of
r, directed by at six p.m. on Sunday.
... mauand Harris, R4T1;6hetineroiid.
,
tLpir
- wiT
music, will sing a solo,"Bless
Kathy Mowery, will sing
This House," at the morning
pastor, will minister at the "Lead Me Lord," with Pat
service. He will direct the
McCormick as guest organist.
adult
worship
hour
a.m.
1100
Church Choir -in singing
Church School will be at-9:SO
' and the d:30 p.m. evening
"Praise We Sing To Thee" and
service, Sunday, November a.m. SandaT
"We Praise Thee,0 God, Our
_.. Events daring the coming
Redeemer" -at the worship
.. _ .Special music will be fur. week, will include choir
Sam-Crass will be J,lie lay. services. Joan Hawker -is tie ,4
pme,
rehearsal at
-nished-bt the choir under the
P.
Wednesday; Christian speaker at the eleveb a.m. church Organist. • direction of Mrs. Linda Stalls.
meeting - on worship 'services on Sunday, • The church will observe the
Education
TOBACCO STATE SENATORS Walter Peel Huddleston of Kentucky and Robert Morgan of North
Thursday at rieven p.m.; Holy November 27 at the Russell's ordinalece of baptism at the
Carolina are shown discussing plans to combat anti-tobacco riroposals by the Department of Health,
Communion at 10'.45 a.m. and Chapel United Methodist evening serviZ.e: Sunday
'Church.
Education and Welfare. Huddleston said he -is most concerned by proposals to eliminate the price support
School will be at 9:30 a.m. and'
Crass, Soh (- It-Mr.
program, which he called the "financial backbone of 600,000 tobacco farm families."
-Church.Training -at--six
progrear
h aht
PmgMa
school Chrdin
isgars and
six p.m., all on Sunday, Maurice Crass of Murray • Volunteer nursery workers .
Route Six, is assistant will be Dr. and Mrs. Rex
The Memorial Baptist December 4.
superintendent
of
the Galloway, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Church, Tenth and Main
School,
Louisville,
Vocational
Clark, Mrs. John Randolph,
hear
the
Murray,
will
Streets,
but resides in LaGrange.
Mrs. Carney _ Andrus, Mrs.
pastor,the Rev. Jerrell White,
Sunday School will be at ten Orvis Hendrick, Miss Julie
speak at the 10:50 a.m. and
a.m.
Billington, Mrs; Martha
seven p.m. worship services
'Ibe church pastor, the'Rev. Boyden, Miss Mitzi Cathey,
on Sunday, November 27.
Mrs. Karl ',Mustang, and
Special music will be
still Randy May.
after
having
recuperating
by
the
Adult
Choir,
By DAVID ESPO
presented
York
Holtzman
of
New
Congressional ratings have been
and Elizabeth
Following the fellowship
Associated Press Writer
compiled for more than three decades directed by the Rev. Ronald
Harvey
Starling
of undergone eye surgery.
the best grades in the House of
supper served at ail p.m. on
WASHINGTON AP - Democrats Representatives for this year'ssession. . by a.. few organizations. But in recent Hampton with Margaret Florence,
will be the
(
Wednesday will be the foreign
Edward Keened," of Massachusetts,
years they have become an important Wilkins as organist and Diane guest speaker it the ail p.m.
Public Citizen, which-identifies itself
mission Wok study on"givers
Dick- -Clack of. Iowa, Gary ,liart__cif. as-a-pro•consurner otganizition, issueL. lobbyieg weapon _ter. an inercesireg Dixon as pianist. Tommy worship servic0 on Sunday,*' att. n
of Ink" at 6:45 p.m. in the
Colorado and Paj Sarbane.
Wilkins, deacon of the- week,- NoVernber V; at the- Seventh - 0-FIC•41
s of its ratings on the results of 40 roll call • nuinber of gi--oups!
-Maryland won -high marks- among votes in both the House and Senate.
An estimated -30- organizations will assist in the services.
and Poplar Church of Christ. "What De You Want For church sanctuary.
senattrs'in a _1977 congressional.report Issues surveyed included consumer
Church Teaching will be at He is a teacher at the Interrepresenting widely varying viewpoints
Christmas?" will be the
card' by' A Ralph - Nader-affiliated
ional Bible College
protection, government revisions, oil - now issue periodic voting lettings - by 9:40 .a.m. with Elbert
-SUbject of the serrnon.bY the
organization.
director,
and
Florence and has worked with
and gas policy, atomic' power,. counting the number of "right" of Thomason as
at the
Public Citizen-also gave DemoCraiic taxrevision, ecology and government "wrong" votes - those for or against Church Training will he at six Don Starks, formerly of Rev. Dr. David C. Rods
10:45 a.m. worship service on
Reps. Andrew Maguire of New Jersey subsidies.
J.
T.
Lee
as
p.m.
with
the group's own views.
Murray, in
Worldwide Sunday, November 27, at the
- Nader said in a statement that Public director.
Campaigns for Christ.
First Christian Church_
The special Foreign Mission
Citizen's voting index "is a service to
Bro. John Dale, minister of (Disciples of Christ)
citizens so they can make up their own Book study and potluck supper the church, will speak on the
Holy Communion will be
Margaret Porter will direct
•
minds and hold their own members of will be held at six p.m..on subject, "With All Your the song service with Jane celebrated by St. John's
Congress accountable. It does in part Monday, November 28, at the Might" with scripture from
Hutson as Organist. Jerry Episcopal Church, Main andwhat members themselves should be church.
Ecclesiastes 9:10 at the 8:30 Curtis will be warship leader Broach Streets, Murray, on
---,The- 70120:will -have
and _10:40 am. worship ser--aziillauffy Greet'WM be-C-ande- Sunday.Noiember 27, kt, A:30
called business meeting on vices on Sunday.
records to constituents."
. . with the Rev. Stephen"lighter.
Republicans-Carter 28; Snyder 15.
The. Pettic Citizen Index gave four- Wednesday, November_30.,.to
Assisting in the services will -Elders-.serving will be-__Davienport_ as the celebrant.
WASHINGTON AP)- Here are the
OHIO
Republicans - John Tower of Texas,, _ consider a report on the be Jack Rose, Mark Pugh,
1977 ratings members of Congress
Morning Prayer'service's
Preston Holly and Johnny
Democrats -'Applegate 40; Ashley
proposed budget for 1978, a Jim Spurlock, Charles Olree,
CarlCurtis of Nebraska and Clifford
peceived from Public Citizen, a Ralph
will
be at 9:45 a.m. with Ben
Reagan. Voris Wells, Jim
Hansen and Malcolm Wallop of report concerning deacon Raymond
Hamlin, Ed Boone, Ken Keller,-- Darrell Moore as acolyte and Steve
Nader-affiliated group which says it is 53; Carney 63; Luken 60; Mottl 70;
!Nicer 73; Pease 78; Seiberling 78;
Wyoming - the lowest ratings among selection, and any other Thomas, Jerry Bolls, Max
pro-consumer.
McFernon, and Fred Wells Hale as lay reader.
_seriAtors..1'he
fouevoted witlIthe Public matter of urgent nature, a Farley, Ewin 42ick, Edward
The-ratingsare basecivri-40 roil cells Stokes_80; Vanik93..Church School and Adult
,
will serve as deacons.
Republicans - Ashhroti 18; rown
Citizen position only two of 40 time's or45 ' chin'Ch vokarrarn said. •-•
on such issues as consumer pi uttetiue,
Thomas, Terry McDougal,
Class wili be at eleven _a.m.
Greeters will be 'Dr. and
percent of the time.
oil and gas policy, atomic power, tax 25; Devine 15; Gradison 28; Guyer 13;
Webb Caldwell, and Aubrey
Sunday.
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson and John
Kennedy, Clark, Hart and Sarbones
7 'revision, Hatcher.
ecology", goVernment Harsha 33; Kindness 23; Latta
Pasco-, Sr: The flowers on the
Miller 30; Regula 35; Stanton 33;
were in agreement with the
subsidies and government revisions.
Presiding and serving The
•
•
LAKE DATA
communion table will be in
organization on 36 of 40 votes for a
.For instance, a .rating of 90 percent Whalen 68; Wylie 60.
Lord's Supper will be the teen
355.8,
a.m.
7
Lake,
Kentucky
memory of F. L. Dublin and 0.
" WEST VIRGINIArating of 90 percent.
means the member - voted with the
nursery helper, Michael
-0.-Dubly in the Dublin family. up,„1. -----------Democrats - Mollohan 33; Rahall
Ms. Holtzman and Maguire agreed
group's own views on 36 of the 40 votes.
Russell, Earl Steele, Ronnie
Below dam 316.6, up
Sunday School for all ages
with the Public Citizen view on 39 of 40
-Here-areratings_for House inem,hers.: 55_,- Slack 33; Staggers 60.
Sills, and Edward Thomas will
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.6,
will
be
at
_9:30
a.m.
voteefOr ratings of 95 peicent.
INDIANA
serve on the—Extension
The youth groups Will not down .1.
Here are the Public Citizen ratings
The House member voting against
Democrats - Benjamin 68;
Department.
Below dam 320.5, down .2.
meet
on Sunday, but Vespers
Public Citizen vfews most often was
Brademas 70; Cornwell 53; Evans 43; for senators:
Bible study will be at 9:40
Sunset 4:42 p.m. Sunrise
p.m.
scheduled
at
six
are
Fithian 66; Hamilton- 53; Jacobs eft;
. Rep. Joe Waggoner, 134.a., 39 of 40 011 _
a.m. Sunday.
6:46 a.m.
Sunday.
INDIANA: Hayti, D75; Lugar,R 18.
calls.
Sharp 73.
Guest speakers for the
•
KENTUCKY: Ford, D 33; HudThe organization said Democrats
Republicans - Hillis 20; Myers 13;
services
on
Sunday,
.
dlesten,
p
35.
averaged 57 percent ratings in both the
Quayle23. •
November 27, at the
OHIO: Glenn, D 5rMetzenbaum,
D
Houle-and Senate, more than double
KENTUCKY.. .
University Church of Christ
_
the Republican averages of 27 percent
Democrats - Breckenridge 40; 18.
will be Tom Behel of
WEST VIRGINIA: Byrd, D 55;
in the House and 26 percent in the
Hubbard 28; Mazzoli 63; Natcher 55;
Salyersville for the 10:30 a.m.
Randolph,D 50.
Senate.
Perkins 55.
service and Zeke Maynard for
the six p.m. service.
The scripture reading will
be from Isaiah 6:1-8 for the
and Matthew
morning
25:31-46 for the evening hour.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, W. H. Brooks,
father had Made a fortune in Leroy Eldridge, Willard Ails,
BARLOW,Ky.(API - Bar- chores around his 72-year-old clothed trays.
In an accent both of his na- Boston. Their names were Joe David Thompson, and David
low is down to its last Barlow. house.
"I've got no worries, no wife tive Ballard County and New and John Kennedy.
Since Thomas Jefferson
Fitts.
"I sat across the table from
*Barlow came to Ballard, and no car, so it's not so bad," England, he spins yarns about
Vernon Gantt, Htu.np W.
000GE POWER WAGON
•
he tells visitors.
boyhood days in Barlow. when Jack Kennedy three meals a Brooks,.Rob Gingles, Orrin
Coimlyin_18,
19_,Jbere'Sjeen
I.
curious
V.
Barlow is a
it was-hrifdly-rifere7than a day -for -nine- 111011 a one --Tilickel,-Larry Dunn,-.1,H,Nis,
Barlow in this tiny Western
Kentucky community. But it mixture of homespun ahd :Crossroads.: In between, he year," Barlow recalled. "Jack Bob Melugin, Sherrill Gargus,
- looks like V.- J. Barlow, who' highbrow, of rural Kentucky sandwiches stories about the was a bright lad, with the and David Gallagher will be in
came home from "back East" and Back Bay Boston. He Choate School in Wallingford, shock of hair-the kind of boy charge of The Lord's Supper.
17 years ago, is the end Of the *ears old pleated pants and Cortn„ where he taught music all the mothers wanted for -• Nursery supervisors will be
flannel shirts and doesn't to sons of the rich and in- their son and all the girls Eulala Like, Margaret
line.
•fluential-fer_ three- decades.
-Bartow, s- bachelor,-is still-- -mind getting dirty. Yet,-wanted for their _sweetheart" Waldrop, Larue _Spann,
He remembers well two
stout enough at 82 to paint, serves guests tea from silverHe also said that young Ken- Spann, Ann Thompson, and
shingle, chop wood and do pots and little cookies from boys whose Irish immigrant nedy, who attended Choate Denise Dycus.
from 1931 to 1935, was a bit of a
Bible study will be at 9:30
wag."I remember the time he a.m. on Sunday.
and some other boys
The church-wide potluck
organized a group called the will be held Sunday,
'muekers.' They weren't too 'December 4, at 4:15 p.m. at
fond of Choate's rigid code of the chlirch annex. Food for the
discipline."
supper should be brought to
Head on down to your nearby
And Power Wagon's good-looking
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(API- A
Factors, which claims ex- their names and images.
The muckers caused so the church by four p.m.
Dodge
Truck
federal judge says he wilf'rule clusive marketing iights to
Dealer's
and
discover
enough
to stand out on city streets
much
But
trouble
that Joe Kenattorney
John
next week whether a non- Presley souvenirs, ha iled a Thomasen, who represents nedy Sr. was called down from
the great lineup of new trucks...
and highways as well. So why not
profit Memphis group has the countersuit against the Factors in the case, said the Boston to straighten things
the kind of lineup that made us the
stop in and buy or lease a '78 Power
right to erect a statue of the foundation.
right to-privacy dies with the out. "After he came,
fastest growing truck company in
Wagon at your nearby Dodge Truck
late Elvis Presley and
The issue in the case is individual, but the right to everything went back to
Nmerica from 1966 to 1976.
Dealer's today?
distribute pewter miniatures whether the rights to publicity may be,passed on to normal," said Barlow.
237% ocrease from /966 to /976
of the statue to raise money. manufacture and sell a the individual's heirs.
Barlow remembered, too,
You'll discover great new '78 trucks
famous person's image can be
Thomason said the contract Jack Kennedy's surprise atJudge Harry W. Wellford of
like Dodge Power Wagon. The
passed on to the individual's between Vernon Presley and seeing his old schoolmaster
U.S. District Court heard
fdur-wheel-drive
pickup that's built
heirs at death.
when
he
stopped
in
the companywas a logical exPaducah
arguments Friday in a
haul
th.e.goods
where no
campaigning
tough
to
tension
of
tiring
similar
contracts
the
fall
of
marketing rights dispute
Since there is ne Tennessee
ordinary pickup dare follow Over had
the
Memphis law governing the specific made by Elvis during his life. 1960. "He asi ed me, 'Well,
between
THE
The foundation, which is what are you mg here?',And
roads and no roads at all.
Development Foundation and questions in the case, Wellford
'FASTEST
I
replied,
'
e
seeking
for
6276,080
its prohere,'" Bar.
News. Society - and
GROWING
Factors, Etc. „Inc. -of Bear, said, his ruling is likely to set a
TRUCK COMPANY
posed Presley memorial:is of- low said.
Sports. 753-1918
Del, over the right to precedent.
IN AMERICA.
Joe Kennedy Jr. arrived at
fering pewter statuettes for
Retail Display addistribute Presley souvenirs.
Ronald,S.- Borod, atrney contributions of $25 or more Choate, bag in hand, in 1929,
vertising 753-19 19
the same year as Barlow. "He
The foundation has filed an for the foundation; argued toward the effort.
_Classified. Display.
Immediately after the foun- was a
handsome boy,
$8 million dollar lawsuit , Fridafthat the right expires
Classified, _Circulatiagainst Factord claiming the at death. Otherwise, he.said, dation announced plans to strong and intelligent, too,
on and the Business
firm-has-waged a campaign to_ descendants of -Benjamin erect the memorial and offer though not as mischevious as
may
°Hite
_ . be
•'eliminate competiton in Franklin and Paul Revere the miniatures, ratters Jack," said &trim*. Thar;
reached on 753son
Kennedy
was
810 StfaaMore
killed during
distribution of Presley would be entitled to payment threatened to file suit blocking
753-0632
/916 04 753-19)7
•
• •. •
World War H.
for commercial exploitation of the itlove.
materials.
it•
.;;. •
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At First Church

Sam Crass Will Be
Speaker, Russell's
Chapel UM Church

Memorial Church
Services Sunday

Nader Organization Rates
Congressmen On RoliiCalts

Harvey Starling To
Speak At Church Of Christ Sunday
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Christian Church
ur. Roos

Episcopal Church

Plans Communion

Area Senators And
Representatives Rated

University Church
To Have Guest

Speakers Sunday

Bcirlow Down To Its Last Barlow

DISCOVER DODGE,
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TRUCK COMPANY
IN AMERICA.

Ruling On Presley Expected
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